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Foreword

r

HIS BULLETIN is one of a series of publications reporting the -findings.of
investigations undertaken during 1936-37 under the Project in Re-

_

search in Universities of the Office of Education. The projtect was financed
under the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 1935, and conducted in
accordance with administrative regulations of the Works Progress Admin-

.. istration. Study findings in addition to those reported in this bulletin will
be made available in other Office of Education or institutional publications.

The Project in Research in Urtiversities represents a unique and significant
innovation in cooperative researci;. Sixt,y universities and comparable
institutions located in 32 States, the District 'of Columbia, and Hawaii
combined effprts with the Office of Education t9 conduct 40 studies, 23 of
which were proposed by the Office and 17 by the institutions. Each ibsti-
tion was invited to participate in all of the approved statIclies that it.uas in a
position to undertake. From 1 to 14.studies werse conducted in each insti-
tution, and a total of more than 150 separate study reports were made to

the Office of Education.
An important feature of the project was the widespread and coordinated

attack on each problem by a number of universities at the same time.
E4ch study proposed by the Office of Education and accepted by the üni-
versities was conducted by 2 or more institutions. As many as 31 institu-
tions, located in 20 States representative of each major geographical divi-
sion of the country, participated in one stud); alorie. The tisk of planning,
administering, and supervising the many projects and studies one a national
scale, under complex and often difficult conditions, demanded the .finest

type of Cooperative endeavor. Except two places where qualified' relief-
workers could not be found or retained, every institution which actually
b'egan work on the project carried it through to successful completion. The
fine professional spirit in which responsibility for thé work was accepted
and maintained by the institutions made possible the successful completion
of the project within approximatelycl year.
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With this professional spirit of cooperation in worth-while research and
study of educatiorial problems, was manifested a strong humanitarian
desire to join hands with Feder'al agencies striving during the years of the
,depretsion to afford gainful and socially desirable clinployment to college
graduates or former college students in the type of work for which they were
best prepared. For thes.e contributions to educational research and to the
social good of the Nation, the Office of Educatioh extends to its colleagues
and helpers in the universities in the country its grateful acknowledgment
and appreciation.

The study reported in this bulletin Rresents a survey of the opportunities
offered, by normal schools, teachers colleges, universities, and -colleges of
arts and sciences for the preparation of supervisbrs of elementary school
instruc'tion as revealed by a study of theinstitutions' catalogs and by replics
to a questionnAire. It analyzes thé offerings of these institutions for both
general and subject supervisors in order to determine the nature of the
curricula and courses offered and to indicate trends in the preparation
provided for elementary school supervisors by comparing current offerings
with those repetted in previous studies. The study reveals the present
status of supervisory training as offered in the various types of teacher-
education institutions. A list of institutions offering curricula is also in-
cluded. It is hoped that thd findings may be of help to those engaged in
planning the educational programs fot .supervisors, and to prospective
students interested in preparing for eleffientary school supervision.

BESS GOODYKOONTZ,

Assistant Commissioner of Education.
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Backgroutti of the Study
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CIAANGING CONCEPTIONS OF SUPERVISION

THE DEVELOPMENT of elementary school supervision in this cduntry has.
been marked by a general change in purposes and functions. Super-

visory powers once vested in school committees, school boards, and
other legally appointed bodies; and later in school clerk, business manager,
and superintendent, have come to be exercised by a specially trained super-.

visolor director of instruction. Although at one time commOnly synony-
mous with inspedtion, supervision has now progressed to the present stage
of professional leadership !and cooperative service. From general ad inis-.
trative oversight of the entire school, the functions of supervision have
separated to designate administrative supervision which: pertoins to general
control of the school system, and instructional supervision which relates to
improvement of instruction and of teaching conditions. Six major functions
of instructional supervision recently derived from an analysis.of duties per-
fotmed by supervisorsinclude: (1) Study a the pupil, (2) training of teachers
(3) conduct of curriculum investigations, (4) preparation and insttlation
of cours'es of study, (5) selectidn of textbooks and preparation of materials of
instruction, and (6) conduct of a public relatiQns *gram.'

THE PROBLEM OF PREPARATION FOR SUPERVISION
4.

The* six fynctioni show the broad scope of a modern program of super-
visionone which is concernèd with pupils, teachers, aild parents;, with
curriculum, methods: and materials; with investigation into, community
and individual nteds; and with the guidance of instruction to meet these
needs. T9 be carried on most effectively such programs require the leader-
ship of competent persons, with "social intelligence, professional scholar-

Department of supervisors and directors of instruction of the National Educktion Asiociation. 'Seventh
yeartiook, 1934: Scientific method in supervisory programs, p. 32.
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ship, professional insight, and professiosal imagination."2 It is inconceiv-
able that these qualities can be developed, or that they can be used to
greatest advantage once they have been developed, without adequate
training which provides a working philosophy, of educational leadership,' an
tinderstanding of the specific duties and activities of supervisors, and
faniiliarity with the 6est stipervisory techniques. It is such technical
tr4ining in addition to a broad academic and professional background that
promotes progress toward an increasingly higher type of educational
leadership.
The total picture of the training which superintendents believe should be

acquired by supervisors is shown in the following outline: 3

The supervisor should know:
The science and philosophy of edu-

cation.
The principles, common problems,

and accepted procedures of school
supervision.

The principles, problems, and ac-
cepte0 procedures of school ad-
ministratron.

The principles of general method or
pedagogy, with perhaps some fami-
liarity with special methods in
certain fields.

of learning, of
childhood, of adolescence. Gen-
eral social psychology'.

The accepted procedures of research:
StatisticaLlaboratory, group ex-
peri meiitat.

The_nature and use of simple statis-
tical -terms and parocedures.

The theory underlying the various
uses of standard tests and scales.
The principles of test construction.

The present curriculum problem,
; methods ot attack, types of gourses

being developécl.

The supervisor should be Ale to:
Confer with various types of indi-

viduals in such Way as to accom-
plish purposes.

Confer with various types of groups.
.organize and direct conftrences
and meetings in such way as to
accomplish purposes.

Do long-time planning of supervisory
. activities, remedial teaching, anCi

improvement in service.
Demonstrate good teaching pro-

cedure, that is, in terms of general
method.

Analyze objectively observed teach-
ing procedure, and orgapize in-
telligent critical discussiohs thereof.

Construct and use reliable objective
standards for the evaluation of
teaching, the evaluation of texts,
or of supplies.

Secure the cooperation of individuals
and .groups in the foregoing and
other activities. .

Construct brief analytical bibliog-
raphies and reviews of ihe recent
periodicals and books.

"v.

Eighth yearbook. Department of Superintendence of the National Edyeation Association. 1930: The
Superintendent surveys supervision, p. 13.

3 Ibid., p. 211.
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School and child hygiene. Write and circulate well-organized
Certain training other than pro-1 supervisory bulletins.

fessional which will not be liste'd Plan and cam. on research and
here. direct others in.research. (In cur-

Methods' and technic of child ac- riculurn reconstruction, experi-
countingpupil personnel Work mental teachin, ckvelopment of
and guidance, including schog) information tests, etc.)
progress and age-grade charts.. Garry on testing programs. either

Principles underlying leadership and for the lay public or the teaching
cooperationhow to get on with body.
people without friction social in- Keep cle,ar and adequate records of
telligence. his own activities, a filing system.

The evidence and findings of scien- Develop teacher morale and pro-
tific studies of method. fessional spirit,

Keep up with modern dpvelopments
in education, which means that
he must be familiar with the
sources of new ides, such as ex-

. perimental schools, professional
monographs, and periodicals.

Speak clearly and easily before lay
or professional audiences.

While some of the things the supervisor should know and be able to do

undoubtedly should be acquired in preparation for classroom teaching,

many of them r.epresent the technical education needed specifically for

supervision. Where is such training provided? What curricula nnd
courses for the technicat education of supervisors are being currently
offered by teachers colleges, nórmal schools, universities, and colleges of

arts and sciences?. These are the questiotìs which the present itudy aims

to answer for elementary school supervisors only arts within certain
limitations which will he defined later.

PREVIOUS STUDIES

Hosic's investigation 4 was the first to reveal a lack of courses offered in

teacher-education institutions for the preparation of general supervisors.

His findings, drawn from catalogs and bulletins of 144 institutions for the

year 1926-27 showed that during the rcgular academic year only 17 in-

stitutions offered courses dearly planned for general supervisors. Only 16

institutions offered such courses durini the summér 'session of 1926. eqn

explanation of these findipc, Hosic states:

The chief reason for this paucity of courses for supervisors is prob-
ably the smallness of the number of such officers in the school systems

4 Hoak, James F. The training of general supervisors. bt Natkinal conference on educational method.

First yearbook. Educational supervision. Ch. XI. New York, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1928
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of the country. Excluding those persons whose functions are mainly
or largely administrative, such as superintendents and principals, and
also those who are concerned with particular subjects of study or kinds
of pupils, such as supervisors of geography and supervisors of defective
children, we have left a comparatively small group, probably less than
two thousand in all.'

It should be remembered that although Hosic excLded special supervisors
from his stud}r, he included curricula for elementary school principals and
similar administrative officers as well as for general supervisors. He there-

fore, seems justified in Ibserving that "the absence of courses dealing spe-

cifically witE the supervisor's task is striking."
The increased interest in supervision manifested by educational groups

following 1926-27 stimulated two later studies, one by Lindeman 6 in 1930,

and the other by Herron 7 in 1933. The first was concerned with an anal -

sis of courses offered by teacher-education institutions during the academic

year 1929-30 for the technical preparation of all .typts of publk-school
supervisors, whereas the second, like that of Hosic, dealt with curriculum
offerings for general supervisors, the year studied being 1931-32.

Lindeman's findings, based on catalogs of 128 teachers colleges and 134
universities and colleges of arts and sciénces showed that 192 of the 262
institutions, 73.3 percent, offered at least one course dealing with some

aspect of supervision in 1929-30. Although these findings, expressed in
terms of courses rather than curricula, are not precisely comparable with

those of Hosic, they appear to indicate, as Lindeman points out, that
increased provision had been made during the 3-year period for technical
prefaration of supervisors. Thai teacher-training institutions, by and
large, however, had not built up elaborate programs for preparing super-

visors in 1930 is shown by the fact that the average number of courses in

supervision was 2 for teachers colleges and 2.3 for universities 4nd colleges

of arts and sciences.
As already indicated, IYerron's firdings presented 3 years later were con-

cerned with the prepaiation of general supervisors. Of the 266 institutions
swc.lied, 39, or 14 percent, offered a curriculum for general supe. rvisors.

Using Hosic's study as a basis of reckoning, these data show that there
are at least one-sixth more teacher-training institutions offering-a spe-
cific curriculum for general supervisors of elementary instruction than in
1926-27. Furthermore, they indicate that teacher-training institutions

Ibid., p. 136-37.

6 Lindeman, C W. Current offerings for the technical training of public school supervisors. Doctor's thesis.

School of Education. New York University, 1931. 162 p. Unpublished.
7 Herron, Allen M. Ai evaluation of the available training pmgrams for general elementary supervisors.

Educational administration and supervision, 191124-28, February 1933.



are taking cognizance of the need for definite training programs for
general elçmentary supervisors and that increased provisions are being
made.'

In terms of course offerings, Herron found that 183 institutions 103

teachers colleges and 80 universities and colleges of arts, and sciencesor
68.8 percent of the total number studied, offered one or more courses jn

supervision for the academic year 1931-32. What appears to have been a
decline from Lindeman's 73.3 percent can probably be explained by the
difference in scope of the two studies, Lindeman's including preparation
for special as well as for general supen<isors.

Herron concluded that despite a marked tendency for teacher-education
institutions to increase their offerings of professional courses for supervisors,
opportunities for the preparation of general elementary supervisors were
inadequate at the time of his investigation.

NEED FOR THE PRESENT STUDY

Supervision, like other aspects of education, is far from static. Many
factors act singly or in combination to modify the services which supervisors
are called upon to render, and even to change the furidamental nature of
their office. Better trained teachers, new developments in education grow-
ing out of social demands, a more refined concept of the science of education,
an increasing emphasis upon creative supervision`all influence supirvisory
functions and responsibilities. Because of these constant changes, the pro-
grams of institutions engaged in the preparation of supervisors should be
continually analyzed and appraised in order to determine how adequately
such programs are adapted to current needs.

Although some reductions and adjustmenti in superisory services have
resulted from economic curtailments in educational expenditures since 1930,
recent studies show that supervisory programs have remained fkairly stable
during these years, particularly in the larger cities: In others, general
supervision has tended to become the cooperative undertaking of teachers
and principal, or one of the functions of the assistant superintendent or
director of insiruction. k any case, supervision has, in the main, proved
itself a fundamental element in the instructional process, and not a mere
accessory or luxury to be dispensed with at the first threat of "hard times."
Nor has the belief of theorists that teacher self-leadership will eventually
supplant external supervision shown signs of immediate realization. The
fact that leadership is still furnished primarily by an individual other than
the teacherby supervisor, principal, or director of education, implies

Ibid.. p. 127.
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specific qualifications and technical preparation, the nature of which i\
considered in this report.

°A final need fol. the present study has its origin in current problems of
research in the field of supervision./ Chief among them is the problem of
what constitutes research in supervision; in other words, what distinction
can be made between studies irt methods of teaching and in supervision or

between studies in curriculum and in supervision.° The most recent sum-

mary of research in the field of supervision is restricied to research which
has to ci,t with the relationships between supervisors and teachers and the
activities which are carried on in these relationships in the hope thai "this
rigid classification will help to clarify our thinking on the status of supervi-
sion and its scientific basis." i° It seems reasonable to extend the problem
of_what constitutes research in supervision to include what constitutes traio-
ing in supervision. A consideration of this problem through an analysis of
the ;technical courses offered by teacher-education institutions should go

beyond a mere identification of institutions offering curricula for supervisors
and aid in clarifying the meaning of supervision in its modem sense.

PRACTICAL USEFULNESS OF THE STUDY

The problem undertaken in this study was conceived of as one which
could be of practical value to deans and directors of teachers colleges and
departments and colleges of education; to administrators of public-school
systems; and to prospective elementary school supervisors. It is hoped that
the first group may utilize the findings as a means of comparing the policies
and practices of their own institutions with 'general tendencies among insti-
tutions of a similar kind which provide curricula f general and spegial-
subject supervision. Such comparisons together wail a study of trends in
supervisory preparation should aid in evaluating current practiCes and in
determining the need for their modification.

Administrators of public-school.system;may find the study useful in meet-
ing the frequent challenge of laymen and teachers as to the effectiveness of
supervision. To know what kind of preparation is available to supervisors
and the extent to which it prepares supervisors to carry on the functions ex-
pected of them, should aid administrators in justifying the employment of a

person trained in the techniques of supervisory leadership.
To prospective supervisors of elemehtary schools the study may have

value in indicating the nature and scope ing reqilired by certain
caching, and super-American educational research association. Psychology est learning, general methods

vision. Review of educational research, 6: 324-26, June 1936.
10 Ibid., p. 327-28.
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States for supervisory certificate, diploma, or degree, and in identifying in-

stitutions which offer curricula for the technical preparation of general and

special-subject supervisors. What specific courses are offered in these

supervisory curricula, and at what levél they are offFred are the kinds of

detail wklich the prospiTtive student may obtain thrdugh examining cata-

logs of selected institsutions identified in the present study.

Nti
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Proceduirs

OINCE THE GENERAL purpose of this study is to determine what curricula
1,3 and courses are now being offered by colleges and universities for the
technical ,preparation of both general and special-subject supervisors of
elementary schools, it deals with such questions as the following: How
generally are teachers colleges, universities, and colleges of arts and sciences
now offering curricula and courses tor the preparation of elementary super-
visors? What is the comparative frequency of such offerings among the
various types of institutions? Under what administrative units are the
curricula organized? At what academic level are they offered? What
special fields of supervision do they represent? What is the nature of the
curricula and the content of courses provided in elementary school super-
vision? What are the trends in curricula and cours'es as shown by a com-
parison of the present offerings with the findings of previous studies?

"- METHODS OF CONDUCTING THE INVESTIGATION

The sources of data for this study are current catalogs from normal
schools, teachers colleges, ufhiversities, and colleges 6f arts and sciencés
supported by information recejved from questionnaires sent to these
institutions regarding the provisions made for the technical preparation
of supervisors of general and special subjects a kindergartens and grades
1 through eor 8.

An attempt was made first to secure information thrtough questionnaires
sent to 797 institutions listed in +the Ediicational Directory of 1936.
Thine institutions include normal schools, teacheri colleges, and univer-
sities and colleges of arts and sciences maintaining either a college or a
department of education. Included amóng them are both privately and
publicly support institutions, and those enrolling Negroes only. Geo-

I United States Department of the Interior, Office of Education. Educational directory, 1936. Part III.
p. 5-50. (Bulletin, 1936. no. 1.)
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graphically, the 797 institutions represent the 48 States of the Union, the
District of Columbiá, and four outlying parts of the United States

. Alaska, HawAIi, Philippine itánds, and Puerto Rico.
Slightly more than ¡half of the normal tchools and teachers colleges

(54.7 percent) replied to the inquiry. A larger proportion 'of the teachers
colleges (60 percent) sent replies than did the normal schools (46 percent),
while the proportionate number of replies from the publicly supported
normal schools and teachers colleges (60.2 percent) was nearly twice that
of the pivately supported institutions (35 percent). Of universities and
colleges of arts and sciences, 37 percent returned the questionnaire.

The original tabulation of data from the questionnaires and from the
catalog announcements was made by WPA 'workers. These initial analyses
revealed certain inconsistencies among replies that prevented an accurate
and comprehensive interpretation bof data and indicated the nerd for a
more detailed analysis of catalog statements. For this reason it was

decided to utilize catalogs as the chief source of information and replies, to
the questionnairé as a means of supplementing and interpreting the catalog
statements. Consequently, a second analnis was made by the author,
using catalogs filed in the Office of Education. Catalogs Cif summer ses-
sions and bulletins of correspondence and extension work were omitted,
and the analysis was limited to catalogs for the regular academic year.
These were available for all but 15 of the 797 institutions. Since ques-
tionnaires had been returned from 4 of these 15 institutions, only 11 (1

teachers college ind 10 normal schools) were finally excluded from the
study (table 1).

TABLE 1.Institutions distributed according to type and to sources pf information for this study

Types of institutions

k

Normal schools
Teachers colleges
Universities and colleges of arts and sciences maintaining

a college of education
Universities and colleges vf arts and sciences maintaining

a department of education

Total

Sources of information

Catalog
and

question-
naire

e

36
104

40

156

3M

Cata-

only

38
70

66

272

446

Ques-
tionnaire

only

4

4

None Total

10

1 1
110

88
175

106r

428

797

I Throughout this report edict's of education -include also /chools of iduratton.

I
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The total number of institutimis studiea in4udes 88 normal schAs, 175
teachers colleges, and 534 universities and colfeges of arts and sciences, of
which 106 maintain a college of education, and 428 a department of educa-
tion. The classification of institutions on this basis was made in accordancc
with the mailing lists of the Offiotdof Education which are built upon state-
ments made by the institutions themselves concerning their organization of
colleges or departments of education. In general it may be said that de-
partments of- education not listed as "professional" in the Educational
Directory tend to prevail in liberal arts colleges where more emphasis
placed upon academic subjects than upon professional training.

For the most part, the catalogs studied were published in 1935, 1936, and
1937, date of publication being defined as the first date listed on a catalw
cqvering a single,academic year, i. e., 1936 for a 1946737 catalog, and the
central figure for a ciatalog dated to serve more than one academic year,

i. e., 1936 for a 1935T37 catalog. Of the 248 catalogs of normal schools and
teachers colleges, 89 percent were published betWeen 1935 and 1937, while

98 percent of the 534 university and college catalogs fell within the same

dates. Only 5 of the catalogs, dated before 1935 represented institutions
which offer curricula or courses for supervisors. Of these, 3 were dated
1934, and 2 bore dates of 1931 and 1933. On the whole, therefore, the
fibdings of this study represent current practices among teacher-education
institutions concerning curriculum prvisions for the preparation of
elementary school supervisors.

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

It must be recognized that using catalogs and similar publications as

sources of data is open to a degree of criticism. Inasmuch, however, as they

provide the chief source of information for prospective students of super-
vision, for administrators of lather institutions, and for research workers
interested in a study of practices and policies concerning any or all aspects

óf the' curriculum, their use as a basis for the present study seems valid./-*--

Supplementing the data by questionnaire returns serves as a check on tO*

validity of the catalog statements and gives a more complete picture of
existing conditions.

Because the study is concerned with preparatiqn for elementary school
supervision 'as a specific function, no attem-pt has been ifiade to' analyze
curricula for principals and other tOes of administrators whose duties
inClude supervision. In many cases, however, it was not possible to divorce
the preparation of supervisors from ihat of superintendents and principals,
since the curriculum frbquendy includes all three. For example, the State

10
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Teachers College at Aberdeen, S. Dak., offers "a four-year curriculum lead-
ing to a B. S. degree in Education designed to train elementary teachers,
supervisors, principals, and cotiaty superintendentsv and "the major in
elementary eduation is designed for . . . principalships in elementary
schools or for supervisory work." Such courses in school administration as
are considered either are of this nature or are specifically designated for
supervisors and incorporated in the supervisory curriculum. The limita-
tion otthe study to elementary school supervision also excludes consideration
of institutions offering rfreparaçion for supervisors of secondary schools. If
such institutions are listed in the &ectory of institutions offering curricu
(appendix), it isionly because they also' provide curricula for the training

-of elementary sctool supervisors, which is the basis for inclusion.
Some limitations must also be recognized in comparing the findings oT

the present study with those of Hosic, Lindeman, and Herron, for the
reason that although the techniques are similar, the studies vary ita scope
and in comprehensiveness of treatmeht. At least two of the three earlier
studies, those by Lirideman and Herron, were restricted to teachers coalleges
which offer 4 years of work beyond the secohdary school and grant degrees,
and to univgrsities and colleges of arts and sciences which have recognized
departments or colleges of educationinstitutions designed for the prepara-
tion of colored teachers being excluded. The present study, on the other
'hand, is extended to include also norinal schools, Negro institutions, anti'
colleges of arts and sciences with departments of education. The number
of institutions is therefore almost three times iliat of any previous study.

Inasmuch, however, as it seems desirable to interpret current curricuititil
practices in the light of certain trends in ihose practices, comparisons among
the various .studies will be made from time ,to time with such reservations
in interpretation as seem necessary.

1528*-38--3
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General Findings

ASUMMARY of data shows (1) how generally supervisory preparation is

now being offered by various types of teacher-education institutions,

(2) how these institutions ire distributed among the States, and (3) what

is the general trend in curriculum practices with respeFt to the educa-

tion of elementary school uperiisors.

INSTITUTIONS OFFERING PREPARATION FOR ELEMENTARY

SCHOOL SUPERVISORS

Of the 786 institutions for which data were available for study, fewer than

one-third (29 percent) offer either a curriculum pr separate courses dealin

with elementvy school supervakn (table 2). Universities ánd colleges of

TABLE 2. Provisiory for thiltreparation of elementary school supervisors

Types of institutions

Normal schools
Teachers eges
Universities and colleges of arts and sciences main-

taining a oI1ege of education ----------
Universiti and colleges of arts and sciences main-

taining a department of education

Total

CurricUlum
or sequence
of courses

Num-
ber

2
64

61

I 31

Per-
cent

1111.

2. 6
36.8

57. 5

7. 2

151. 2.1

Separate
courses

Num-
ber

4

4
I 33

11

24.

72

Per-
cent

.11.111

5. 1
19 0

10. 4

6

9.2

No special
provision

Num-
ber

6

72
77

34

373

556

Per;
cent

92. 3
44. 2

32. 1

87. 2

70.7

Total

Num-
ber

78
174

106

428

764

Per-
cent

Includes 1 institution for Negroes.

I Includes: 2 institutions for Negroes.

Noir-

arts And sciences maintaining recognized colleges or schools of education

rank first, 67.9 percent ploviding some supervisory traiging; and nbrmal
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schools last, of which only 2 (2.6 percent) offer a curriculum in supervision,
and 4 (5.1 percent), one or more separate courses. Between these two
extremes are to be found teachers colleges, of which more than half (55.8
percent) provide some kind of supervisory training, and universities and
colleges of arts- and sciences maintaining departments of education, whose
percentage of 12.8 is about ant' equal representation of curricula (7.2 per-

,cent) and separate courses (5.6 percent).
It seems important for purposes of this study to differentiate between 10

curriculum in supervision and separate couries in that field. A curriculunr
is defined here as "a more or less systematically artanged group of courses
which leads to a certificate, diploma, or degree, and in which the *student is
at least partially restricted in his choice of courses." The classification
of an% institution as onè offering a curriculum is determined on the basis of
what seems to be clear evidence that a systematic sequence of courses in
elementary school supervision is being offered. For the most part, curriCula
can be identified by title, as foe example, "Curriculum for the Preparation
of Supervisors of Music in Public Schools,," "Suggested Graduate Program
for Supervisors in Elementary Schbols," "Curriculum for Supervisors," and
"Curriculum for the Preparation of 8upervisors and Teachers of the Special
Subjects» In other cases, their identification is based upon a descriptive
statement to the effect that the/institution organizes curricula to Conform
with the State certification laW for "limited supervisory certificate," "for
first-grade administration and supervisory licenses," "for a special certifiCate
. . for supervision in the grades," and "for all types of school service, includ-
ing supervision." -Again, curricula hre indicated in catalogs by partial, or
complete outlines of course requirements for a diploma or degree in general
or special subject supervision.

It is apparent from table 2 that both teachers colleges and 'colleges and
departments of education more commonly provide supervisory training
through an organized sequence of courses than through separate courses.
In 36.8, 57.5, nd 7.2 percent of these institutions, respectively, a person
interested in pieparing for elementary school supervision can find oppor-
tunity for obtaining a certificate or degree in that field; while in only 19,
10.4, and 5.6 percent will he find separate courses dealing with some aspect
of supervision. Although there is relatively little opportunity, on the other
hand, for any training in supervision iñ normal schools these institutions
generally tendjto .prowride separate rather than sequentially organized
courses.

Deroe, George P. Certain trends i*curriculumractices and policies in Stste normafichools an4 teachers
colleges. New York, Bui-eau of Publicatiots, Teacher,College. Columbia University, 1934.. p. 284
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The small number of institu tions offering separate cotirses in supervision

'a may be explained in part by a tendency in the direction or organized

sequences of courses or curricula, and in part by the fact that only those

courses are counted which by title or description indicate that they are

specifically designed for the training of elementary school supervisors. Thk

limitation, therefore, excludes courses intended to orient teachers cQncern-

ing the services and functions of supervisione those which may be adapted

for supervisors, and those designed for superintendents and elementatI

school principals. in many cases, the last group of, courses undoubteclk

treats of supervisory functions from the point of .view of the administratbt .

To the extent that the definition of separate courses as used .here excludcs

such provisions for supervisory training, the facts presented in table 2 may

fail to give an altogether true picture of current practices as they relate ti)

separate courses in supervision.
No attempt was made to analyze geparate courses in supervision offered

out of sequence. The general nature of the courses, however, is implied 1)v

the following titles mentioned most frequently: Supervigion of Instruction.,

Supervision of the Elementary School; Elementary Education (from the

point of view of supervision); Curriculum Making (for ..cupervisors); Rural

School Organization, Administration, Znd Supervision; and Creative

Supervision. The nature of the courses offered in sequence and compris-

ing the 158 curricula indic-ated in table 2 will be shown in part IV.

GEOGRAIPHIC DISTRIBUTION

In all but two States, Delaware and Nevada, one or more teachers

colleges or universities and colleges of arts and sciences offer either curricula

or separate courses for the technical preparation of elementary school

supervisors (tables 3 and 4). The range is from 1 to 18 institutions pei

State, the median being 3.9, or approximately 4 institutions per State. In

terms of the total number of institutions offering curricula or courses in

elementary school supervision, Pennsylvania ranks first with 18, Ohio sec-

ond srith 15, ind CalifOrnia third with14; while 11 Stats-2-Connecticut,

Idaho, Maine, Maryland, Rhode Island, South, Caiolina, South Dakota,

Utah, Vermont, West Virginia, and Wyominghave but' ()lie 'institution

each where prospciive elementary school supervisors can obtain technical

preparation. It may be of interest to state in this connection

sylvania also ranks first in number of elementary school supervisors in

service ás shown by the mailing list of the Office of Education Compiied

from reports of school systems in cities and towns with populations of more

than 2,500. By the same list, Ohio and California rank in the highek

s.
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quarter, and Idaho, Maryland, South Carolina, South Dakota, Utah,
Vermont, and Wyoming in the lowest -quarter. Altholigh it is readily
recognized that educational institutionsserv,e other States than their own,
there appears to be some cortespondence between the relative position of a
State with respect to the number 9T ph;visions which it makes for super-
visory training and the degree to which its schiools employ supervisors.
The correspondence is less marled when rankings with respect to provision$
for supervisory training are based on the percentage of institutions within
a State offering such training.
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TABLE 3.Geographic distribution of tecichers colleges and normal schools with respect to
opportunities for supereisory preparationContinued

State

South Ca rolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas_
Vermont_

Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin

Number
offering

curricula or
separate

courses in
supervision

Continental United States
ma.

4

4
2
1

5

103

Number
offering

no specified
preparation
for super-

visors

3

3
3

3
3

3

2
5
5

1 149

ita

4

TABLE 4.Geographic.distribution of universities and colleges of arts and sciences with
respect to opportunities for sdpervisory preparation

4

State or outlying part

1

Alabama
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado

Connecticut
Delaware
District of Columbia
Florida
Georgia

Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas

Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine_
Maryland
Massachusetts

Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana

o

awe

Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico

Number
offering

curricula
21 separate
courses in
supervision

2

2

7
2

2,
3

6

3

2

2,
2

4

4
3
1

2

16

Number
offering

no specified
training for
super vivono-

5
5
4

2
1

5
3

10

3
22
17
15
13

7
5
2

10
12

12
. 13

7
10

3

9
1
3
4
1

Total

1

7

11,

4
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20
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9

3
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TABUS 4.---deigraphic distribution 'of universities and colleges of arts and sciences with
respect to opportunities .for supervisory preparation ( o ntin tied

State o outlying part

Number
offering
curricula

or separate
courses in
supervisit

Number
'offering

no specified
training for
supervisors

Total

1 4

New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma

Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota

3

1 ,

2
12

Tennessee
Texar-

tah
Vermont .
Virginia

Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

Outlying part/ of tits United Stalls

Alaska
Canal Zone
Guam
Hawaii

1

6

2

1

2

Philippine Islands.
Puerto Rico
Samoa
Virgin Islands

Total

e

.1

127

TRENDS IN THE SCOPE OF CURRICULA

22
3

3;
9

6
41

2
15

7

17
23

3
3

11

6
10

=, ......
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Although no very cpnclusive evidence can be presented to show specific

trends in curriculum offeriiigs pertaining to supervision, a comparison of
the findings of the present study wiih those of earlier studies may suggest
certain general trends in practices. The limitations of such a comparison,
as mentioned earlier, grow chiefly out of differences in the scope of the
studies.

In the 10 years that have elapsed since Hosic's study,2 notable prog-
ress has been made by teacher-education institutions in their provision
of technical curricula and courses for prospective supervisors. Whereas
only 12 percent of the 144 institutions studied in 1926-27 offered courses

I Hosic, James F. Op. cit.
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in general supervision, more than 29 percent of the 786 institutions studied
in 1937 provide curricula or separate courses in general and special-suh-
ject supervision. When the number of institutions in the present study i.
reduced to a basis comparable with earlier studies, that is, when it
restricted to 4-year teachers colleges and universities and colleges of art:
and sciences preparing white teachers and maintaining 'recognizt(c1
leges of education, a total of 267 inseitutions, this percentage is increased
to 64.8. When the offerings are also restricted to general supervision, ;IN

in Hosic's study, 38.9 percent of the 267 institutions offer curricula in that
field, and 55.4 perce-nt offer either general curricula or general course.
Even these percentages, however, probably fail to show the total increaqN
in offerings in general supervision since 1926-27, for the reason that the
present study excludes curricula for elementary school principals and
similar adminIstrative officers whose functions include supervNion, whereas
they were included in Hosic's data. °L-

Whether the increased provision for supervisory preparation during the
past 10 years has resulted from an increase in the number of supervisory
officers in school systems of the country, which Hosic reported as small
when compared with the number of administrators at the time of his
study,3 or whether it represents a growing interest in especially peered
school officers regardless of their number, cannot be determined. Prob-
ably both factors may be considered causal.

The general trend in supervisory offerings since 1930 is suggested by a

comparison of present data with those of Lindeman 4 and Herron.',_
Although the proportion of teachers colleges and universities and colleges
of arts and sciences offering all types of preparation fór elementary super-
vision, 64.8 percent, is smaller than the.73.3 percent reported by Lindeman
'as representing the same fields, the difference cannot be interpreted as a
decline in offerings since 1929-30. It needs rather to be explained by the
difference in the scope of the two studies, the present one being restricted to

elementary supervision alone as 4gainst the broader field of supervision
at both elementary and secondary levels as considered by Lindeman.
Probably little significance should therefore be attached to the seemingly
lower percentage of offrings reportqd here.

Justification for this conclusion is to be found in the use of Herrcin's stud'.
which is more nearly comparable in scope to the present stuçly than that of
Lindeman.. Of the 266 institutions repotted,by Herron, only 39, or 14 per-
cent, offered a curriculum for general elementary supervisors. When this
percentage, 14, is compared with the 38.9 percent of 267 similarly selected

3 Ibid., p.
4 Lindeman. C. W.. Op. cit.
3 Herron. Anon M.. Op. cit.
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institutions currently offering geheral curricula, it is apparent that almost
three times as many teacher-training institutions now offer definit*Prepa-
ration programs for general elementary supervisors as in 1931-32: The
percent of institutions offering one or more separate courses in general
supervision, on the other hand, has deçlined slightly during the same period,
68.8 percent being reported for 1931-32 a's against 55.4 percent at the
present time. This decrease in separate course offerings, when compared
with the increase in curricula, seems to represent an encouraging trend, at
least among teachers colleges and other institutions having professional
colleges of education, toward systematized supervisory preparation, pro-
vided through a sequence of courses pertaining specifically to supervision
and leading to a supervisory certificate, diploma, or degree.

That this trend is less general when the total number of higher institu-
tions, 786, is consideied, is shown in table 2. Perhaps, however, the small
number of supervisory curricula offered by normal schools and colleges of
arts and sciences, is not altogeter unjustified. The question is frequently
raised as to whether these institutions should be expected to train, supervi-
sors or whether they are even .equipped to do so; whether it is not rather
their function to train teachers of general and special subject's, leaving to
4-year teachers colleges and colleges of education the responsibility of
preparing supervisors, assuming that the latter Opes of institutions are
equipped to prepare special-subject superisors.

1521'4°-38---4 19
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IV I

Curricula in Elementary School Supervisio4»

e.

IN ADDITION to assembling facts relative to the number of normal schools,

teachers colleges, departments and colleges of education now offering

specialized preparation for supervision, and indicating general trends in
curriculum practices during the past decade, this study is concerned with

determining the specific nature of these practices and the content of the

various curricula offered. In this connection, attention is centered upon

. catalogs and questionnaires from the 158 institutions proiriding systema-

tized training in supervision which leads to a certificate, diploma, or degree.

Included among these institutions are 2 normal schools, 64 teachers colleges,

61 colleges of education, and 31 departments of education (table 2). These

institutions are listed in the directory in the appendix.
An analysiof curricula in supervision to the exclusion of separate courses

seems ju.stified (1) by the common belief that supervision is a complex and

highly technical task which requires an organized system of training; and

(2) by the apparent tendency among teaChers colleges and colleges of educa-

tion to provide curricula rather than separate courses in supervision. The

analysis reveals the administrative control under which the curricula are

organized, the fields of specialization and the academic levels represented,

the general nature of the curricula and the content of representative courses

comprising general and special subject curricula.

ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROL OF CURRICULA

Under what unit of the institution is the curriculum administered?In the smaller

institutions the curriculum in supervision is one of a series of curriculum
offerings controlled by the central administrative authorities of the institu-

tion. In the larger institutions, on the other hand, responsibility is usually

delegated to divisions or departments under such titles as school, college or

department of educatiori or teachers collegé; conservatory, school; division,

or department of music; school or college of fine or allied' arts; department

4I
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or division of health physical education; and the graduate school or
graduate division. Announcements of the offerings usually indicate that
these schools and colleges assume responsibility for meeting State certifica7

tion requirements for supervisors of instruction and for meeting the profes-
sional needs of students majoring in the field of supervision. For example,
"the chief purpose of the college of education in the University of Arizona" is
"to enable the University to meet the needs of the State in the preparation,
training, and certification of teachers, supervisors I and administrative school
officers;" the aim of the division of music education in the Milwaukee State
Teachers College is "to develop and train students to become competent
teachers and supervisors of music to meet the demand of the public schools in

the vocal and instrumental fields."
Within these major units of administration some institutions delegate

responsibility for the program of supervisory education to a subordinate unit
such as a department of element"ary education, a department of psychology
and education, a division of public-school music, or to a graduate division.
In a few instances the curricu m is assigned to a special unit of administra-

' tion and supervision. For mple, the University ..of Michigan organizes

a department of educational administration and stopervision among its

seven departments of the school of education, each with a chairman, while
Fordham University maintains a department of edu.cational administration
and methods within its graduàte school. Other institutions which have no
formally organized divisions or departments sometimes assign to staff mem-

bers the administration of what is announced as a "Field of specialization"
or a "Field of concentration" in administraticin and supervision. .

Is tht preparation for supervisors of special subjects such as music or art adminis-

tered by a division or department of specialization?Insofar as,colleges of arts and
scienets are .concerned this question can generally be answered positively,

but in other types of histitutions the responsibility for preparing supervisors

of special subjects is usually divided between the divisionsof these special
subjects and the school of education or the graduate school of the institution,

authority being delegated in three different ways. According to the first,
the curticulum is administered in the special subject divisipn but the tech-
nical courses in supervision and the courses in educational principles and
methods are given iri the departments of education and psychology. For
example, curricula leading to the degree of bachelor of music in general
supervision and in instrumental supervision, as offered by Michigan State
College of Agriculture and Applied Science, 'Provide that candidates shall

I Where the word siperritor or ;0>ervijion is italicized in quotations from catalogs, it has been done by the

writer of this study for the sake of emphasis.
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receive their musical training in the Divisioti of Liberal Arts where they
arc granted their degree, but shall be required to complete specified courses
in the Department of Education.

By the second 'Method, thc cürriculum is announced by both the depart-
ment of education and certain special-subject divisions with the adminis-
trative responsibility divided between the two. The University ofKansas
serves as an illustrttion here. In this institution students who have com-
pleted the baccalaureate degree in public-school music or its equivalent,
may enioll in courses leading to the degree of master of music education,
granted by the school of fine arts, or of master of science in education with
a major' in public-school music, granted by the department of education.

In accordance with the third means of administering curricula in special
subject supervision, the major responsibility is delegated to a department
or school of education which (1) may assume cdrnplete control, (2) solicit
the cooperation of special subject divisions, or (3) offer a "core" curriculum
which acts as a basis for specialization. This third type of delewed re-

sponsibility is exemplified by the College of Education of the Ohio_ State
University which offers three types of 4-year curriculaWing to the degree
of bachelor of science in educationgeneral, special, under which supervisors
of the "special" subjects are trained, and elementary which includes the
preparation of "general" supervisors; by the College of Education of the

University of New Mexico whose major purpose is "to correlate the forces of
ihe university in order to meet the needs of the State in the preparation,
training, and certification of teachers, supervisors, and administrators"; and
by the Milwaukee State Teachers College which offers a General Core-
Curriculum listing groups of required and optional courses and indicating
the fields for major and minor studies.

Under what administrative unit is graduate work in supervision offered? Again
practices vary. The most common tendency is to list the graduate offerings
among those of schools of general or special subject education under such a
heading as "Graduate majors in administration artd supervision." In other
cases, graduate Work is offered only by the separate graduate division or

A
under the combined authority of a school of education, a school of music or.

other special field together with the all-university graduate school. Regard-
less of the unit administering the graduate work, emphasis i s gerierally placed
upon meeting the regulations of the university graduate school, at the same
time preparing supervisors to meet State requirements for certification, and
adapting the curriculum to meet the needs and interests of individual
students.
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FIELDS OF' SPECIALIZATION

In its broadest sense', special supervision may he taken to mean one of
several types. It may mean the supervision of one or more of the "special"
subjectsart, music, health and physical education, industrial and house-

hold arts. Again, it may refer to the supervision of a certain unit of 'the

schoolthe kindergartenprimary 'trades, intermediate grades, junior and
. senior high school; or to the supervision of special activities and services, as
adult education, Americanization classes, visual. education, radio education,
etc. In the present study, the special-subject aspect of supervi'sion is given

primary consideration rather than the spetial-unit and special-service as-

pects, chiefly because it represents the kind of specialization most frequently
provided by institutions claiming to prepare special supervisors.

At ledst two tendencies in elementary education emphasize the importance

of supervision of special subjects. One is the platoon type of organization
with its subject supervisors in charge of music, art, literature, physical edu-
cation, and other special subject fields. The other is the tendency to include

the teaching of these subjects among the activities of the regular classroom

teacher either as separate subjects or as elements of large inkegrated units of

work. In the case of the first type of instruction, the chief function of the

special-subject supervisor or director i to coordinate the work of the various

teachers ia that field and to correlate it with the work of other subject fields.

Where regular classroom teachers are responsibld for all subjects, the special

sutject supervisor may have the additional task of increasing the teachers'

knowledge of art and music, for-example, and of guiding them in presenting

the special subjects effectively.
What opportunities are provided for the preparation of supervisors to

direct the teaching of special subjects whether by subject expert or by regular

classroom teacher?- How widely is preparation for general supervision pro-

vided by teacher education institutions? The following paragraphs throw
light on both of these questions.

Proportionate offerings in general and special fields. In addition to general

supervision, curricula offered by 158 institutions .for the preparation of
elementary school supervisors include the special fields of music, art, health
and physieal education, .and industrial arts (table 5) . The order of fre-

quency with which curricula in these fields are offered follows the listing

just given, more than two-thirds (69 percent) of the 158 institutions offering

preparation for general supervisors, more than half (57 percent) offering
preparation for music supervisors, more than one-sixth (18.3 percent) for

supervisors of art, approximately 14 percent for supervisors of health 4nd
physical education, and only 6.3 percent for supervisors of industrial arts.
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No institution appears to Qffer a curr for supervision of the household
arts in the elementary school.

So far as special subject supervision is ncerned, the order of frequency--
music, art, health and physical educati and industrial artsis similar to
the order of frequency with which city schi .1 s stems employ special sub'ect
supervisors for the elementary grades as indicated by the 1936 mailing lists
of the Office of Education for elementary school supervisors. On the other
hand, the relative number df curricula for general supervisors as compared
with special subject supervisors is larger than current employment practices
in city school systems would seem to justify. It is probable, therefs4e, that
in some institutions the curriculum in geperal supervision is regarded ac a

basis for further specializajpjie supervision of music, .art, and other
subjects. The small number of institutions offering preparation for super-
visors of industrial arts is doubtless due to the fact that in the elementary
gradep this subject is usually included as manual arts in the regular art
course and consequently nO) spetial curriculum is needed. Catalog descrip-
tions of the 10 curricula for supervisors of industrial,arts indicate a service
provided chiefly for the upper elementary grades.

111

TABLE 5.Number and percent of institutions offering each type of curriculuT for elementary school
supervisors

Type of preparation

General
Music
Art
Health and physical education_
Industrial arts

Normal schools
and teachers

(66)

Number

50
28
12
10

7

Percent

e

Universities andcolleges of arui and
sciences maintaining a

College of
education

(61)

Numbe

4

75. 4 54
43. 1 34
18. 5 15
15. 4 10
10 8 3

Percent

88. 5
55. 7
24. 6
16. 4
4 9

Department of
education

(31)

Number

5

28
2
2

Total (158)

Percent 41umber

7

16. 1
90. 3

6. 4
6. 4

109
90
29
22
10

Percent

57 0
lg
13 'à

6 ;

As might be expected, wide variations exist among the different types of
institutions in the specialization offered for supervisory - work. General
supervision is offered by nearly nine-tenths of the C011eges of Education pro-
viding preparation for supervisors, I;y three-fourths of the teachers col--
leges, and by fewer than one-fifth of the departments of education. Music

supervision, by contrast, is offered by, nine-tenths of the departments of
education, by 55.7 percent of the colleges of education, and by '43 percent
of the teachers colleges. With respect to the proportion of institutions
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offering other fields of specialization there is a fairly close similarity between
teachers colleges and colleges of education with but few of the departments
of education offering other than music and general supervision curricula.

It seems signitcant to note that an analysis of supervisors' preparation
made in 1929 showed that more of the 75 music supervisors for whom
records were available received their préparation in small 'liberal arts
colleges than in any other single type of institution, while less than 15 per-
cent were Prepared in universities. That universities and colleges of arts
and sciences are increasing their offarings in music supervision is shown by
the fact that of the 83 offering courses in elementary and secondary school

supervision in 1929-30," only 1 5.7 percent included c-ourses in music super-
vision whereas 55.7 percent of those in the kesent study 'include curricula
in' music supervision. A similar increase is evident among teacher colleges

with an advance from 16.5 perdent of the 109 institutions studied in 1, 929-30

to 43.1 percent at the present time.
A comparison of the number of fields of specigzation offered by the

different type) of institutions shows that more than one-half of the colleges

of education (55.8 percent) oiler 2 or more fields of specialization, as

Against approximately one-third of the teachers colleges (39.4 percept) and
one-sixth (16.6 percent) of the departments of education (table 6). The
fields of specialization commonly offered by institutions providing more

than one curriculum are general, music, and art. General supervision
appears in the offerings of all but la of the 66 institutions providing more

than one field of supervisory preparation, for thé probable reason, that it
serves as a foundation for specialized supervision.

.
TABLE 6.Number and percent of institutions offering from 1 to 5 curricula in supervision

Normal schools and
teachers colleges
(66)

Number

3

Percent

40
18 - 27. 3
4 6. 1
1 1. 5
3 4 S

Universities and colleges of arts and sciences
maintaining a

College of education
(61)

Number

4

27
21

7
4
2

Percent

44.2
34.4
11.4
6.6
3 3

Department of edu-
cation (31)

Number go- Percent

7

80. 7
16.1

3. 2

AMIMMIS

3 Melby, Ernest O. A critical study of the existing organizaOpelhos4dministration of supervision. A study

of current practice. Bloomington, 111., Public School Publishing Co., 1929, p. 35.

Lindeman, C. W., Op. Cit., p. 43.
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Rural school supeatrision.Although Carney' found in a recent study that
85 percent oEthe State normal schools and teachers colleges offer some form
of specialized rural instruction, special curricula in rural school supèrvi-
sion were, itientified for only 18 institutions of all types in the presen't
study. Frequent statements were found in the catalog announcements of
other institutions, however, to indicate that problems peculiar to' the
organization and the improvement öf instruction in rural sch6ols arc
covered in separate courses offered for that purpose. Beyond this, the
preparation for rural school supervision seems to be identified with the
curricula for general elementary supervision.

The small number of curricula specifically intended to prepare rural
schoól supervisors should not be interpreted to mean that the need for
supervision in rural areas is not being recognized. A recent study of the
status of supervision in schools of small towns and sparsely settled areas
shows that 975 rural school sup.visors were reported as employed durimt
the yearl 935-36 in 28 States.5 .

Special-unit supervision.The degree to which curricula should be differen-
tiated for supervisors as well as for teachers of spec ial units in the elementary
school is a controversial question. The tendency among teacher-deducation
instituticins to disregard special units or divisions of the school in supervi-
sion.* courses may be interpreoed to mean that a divisional supervisor
should be prepared in the teaching problems, the pupil characteristics,
and the instructional .needs of the entire elementary school in any type of
system rather than of a particular unit or grade level or of a particular type
of school system. Deyoe shows that few institutions now offer separate
curricula for kindergarten teachers, but combine the kindergarten and
primary training, and the upper grades withe the junior high school.

o ACADEMIC LEVELS OF CURRICULA

Current emphasis upon kadership as a primary characteristic for super-
b visors implies broad professional preparation. While methods of instruc-

tion are eniphasized in the teacher's initial' education, the supervisor's
essential worth to the teacher in service lies in her perspective on teaching
techniques and learning situations in terms of current research and of
changing soCial conditions in which the school must function today. The
listi of what the supervisor "must know" and "must be able to do", quoted
in part I, pertain to techniques of 4upervision, evaluatio'n of instruction,

Carney, Mabg: The pre-service preparation of rural teachers, Teachers college record, 34.110-3S, November
1932. e

I Gaumnitz, W. H. Status of rural school supervision in the United States in 1935-36. United States Depart-
ment of the Interior, Office of Education, Pamphlet No. 72. 22 p.
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curricillum building, and researCh techniques besides many aspects of
social intelligence.

6 It must- be recognized that the academic leN,:el at which preparation is
obtained for carrying out these responsibilities cannot be considered h
final criterion of success. There is, however, a definite tendency to con-
sider graduate "study desirable for supervisors. Not only does such study
increase the supervisor's insight into professional and technical problems
but tends to increase the reipect of teachei-s for a leader whose degreef
preparation exceeds thèir own. With teachers gradually acquiring better
preparation, the bachelor's degi-ee for_classroom teachers is now so widely
recognized that graduate work for supervisory officers is commonly ex-
pected if not required. The desirability of such training is indicated by
the recommenduion growing out of the National Suryey of the Education
of Teachers,' to the effect thàt "a minimum requirement of 5 to 6 years of
preparation for certification of superintendents, supervisors, principals of
sçcondary schools, and principals of elementary schools should be specified
by State departments."

The increasing tendency of teacher-education institutions to provide
graduate couises in supervision is shown by the fact that between 1900 and
1930 such courses increased from 4 to 27.5 percent of the total number,'
Whereas the percentage of courses open to graduates only. cpmpared with
those open tó graduates and undergraduates increased from 20 to 49 per:-
cent. Between 1925 and 1930 there was á doubling of courses dpen to
graduates only.

The following analysis of academit levels at which curricula are currenily
offered indicates the proportion of rnstitutions now providing gradúate work
and the levels at which different specialized supervisory work is offered.

Nearly half of the 1.58 instituiions (47.5 percerk,t) ofter the supervisor's
preparation at a graduate level; 28, or 17.7 percent, offering only graduate
work; and 47, or 29.8 percent, offering th undergraduate and graduate

e

u ionsgins , witn tneexcep-
tion of the 2 nondegree-conferring normal schools, lead to a bachelor's
degree only.

National survey of the education of teachers. Volume III: Teacher education curricula. UnitetSutes
Department of the Interior, Office of Education, Bulletin 19,33, No. 10, p. 363

p. 447. I

.

.
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work (tabk 7). Curricula in the remaini
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TABLE fiber and percent of institutions offering curricula for supervisors at undergraduak
and graduate levels

Types of institutions

a

Normal schools (2)
Teachers colleges (64)
Universities and colleges of arts and sciences main-

taining a college of education (61)
Universities and colleges of arts and sciences main-

taining a department of education (31)

Total

Academic levels

Undergraduate

Num-
ber Percent

3

2 100 0
50 78.1

7 11.5

24 77.4

/13 SlLS

Graduate

Num-
ber

a

2

24

2

2s

Percent

3. 2

39. 3

6.5

Both undergrad-
uate and gradu

ate N,

Num.
ber Percent

7

121

30

5

17.7 .47 29.8

Approximately the same proportion of teachers colleges (18J. percent)

and of depaziments of education iri universities and colle s (16.1 percent)

offer currkuli at both undergraduate and grad levels. .An even

closer *agreement may be ioted for curricula offered aLthe undergraduate
level onlx, the respective percents of institutions being 78.1 and 77.4.

By contrast, the curricula in 30 of the 61%, colleges of education (49.2

percent) ale offered at both levels with 24 of thC institutions (39.3 percent)

restricting their offerings for suPervisors to the graduate level, and 7 (11.5

percenti to the undergr.aduate. , .

The major explanationior these differences lies in the nature anti organ-6

ization of the different types of institutions. The universities and col-
leges maintaining departments of education for the most part 'offer special- ,

ized preparation in the fine and literal 'arts at a 4-year level and are.ndt
organized to carry vaduate work.), M9st of the curricula offéred by this
group of institutions are in the field of music supervision arid' with few ex
ceptions this work is predominately academic in nature. Since the major'
concern of teachers colleges is generally considered to tile preparation
of teachers it is not surprising that only a small percentage attempt grad-

uate work in supervision. There is, however,*a trend toward the offering
of graduate work at the master's degree level by teachers colleges Is noted

retently by the American Asysociation of Teachers Colleges in itt analysis

of the scope of majors,' types of degrees conferAd, and enrollments in a

number of institutions. The report suggests that no one pattern of setting

s American Association of Teachérs Colleges. Sixteenthigetook. Report of cOmmittee on graduate study

in a number of institutions. New ibrk, Charles W. Hunt, Secretary, 1937. p. 84-96.
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up requirements for the master's degre5,wcrald Bd.clOirable tor' all teachers
%lieges but inclúcles a recommendation that't1;11 'mister's degree should
represent the culmination of 5 years of college ör unixersiiy work "in the
course of which the student (1) attains a special competency in one or more
fields orknowledge às ¡t.ictod..- ip¡i! his inform' atión and his skills, and (2)
denlops the power to. think and constructively, that is, to
first organize and evaluate evidence o'n 'a topic in his special field 'and to
formulate and defend a conclusion.. Tri such a program the fifth or graduate
year should emphasize the attitininent of such special competency, en-
courage indeperidence of stigty, self-activity, and freedom for development,
and arouse, re-create or :44-teniify enthusiasm for some worthy- field of
human endeavor."

Since, provision foegraduate' work is a fairly rIecent development -.i-n*--,
- teachers collegis a study of -college ann;un.ceinents raises --a question of

the extent and character of the offerings. f notes from the number
of courses open to both undergraduate d graduate students that the work
offered is not vet a Com lete To

that gricluate\and undergraduate study be divorced as to quality afthou0
not necessarily separated administratively. The articulation of gradu
and undergraduate wink is doubtless a matter of current concern "to all
types of institutions Which offer curricula at both avoid a shafp
line of demarcation between the e fourth and fifth. ye
George Peabody Col or eachers announces the following plan o
organ' tion:

Stu ts who aspire to p?sitions of service and leadership usually take
the bachelor's degree and at least I 'year of graduate work leading to a
master's degree. This is in harmony with existing trends in education
which consistently stress thc necessity for increased training for
teachers. . . . Fre4uently, however, there is little unity between - .

the undergraduate and graduate work of students. Peabody College
believes that this work should jper- organized and relayed in one large
unit directed toWard one definite end. The College has organized
the 2 years of the college and the first year of graduate work
into a 3-year professional un1t.

Whengeneral and specialized curriCula in supervision are ranked accord-
ing to the number of inspitutions offering them at th; graduate level only,
general ranks first, followed, respectively, by art, industrial arts, health

graduate work whether offered alone or with undergradvate, the ord4e}:.

and physical educátion, and music: When rankings are based on

becomes general, art, health and physical education, and music. When
Stumpf, W. A. Graduate work in State teachers colleges. School and Society, 46: 834-38, Dectmber 25, 1937.
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rankings are based on all ,graduate work whether offereck alone or with

undergraduate, the order becomes general, art, health and physical educa-

tion, industrial arts, and musiiv
These rankings vary among the individual types of institutions. For

example, practically all of the curricúla in the supervision of school music

are given at the undergraduate level in teachers colleges and in institutions

maintaining a department of education, while in those having a college of
education 29 of the 34 rhusic curricula are offered at a graduate level. A
record is given in the following table of the total number of institutions
offering the different subject curricula at graduate and undergraduate
levels.

TABLE 8.Number and percent of general and specialized curricula offered at different academrc
levels

Curricula

General (109).
Music (90)
Art (30)
Health and physical education (22)
Industrial arts (10)

Academic levels

Undefgraduate

Number

38
54
15

11

6

Percent

34. 9
60. 0
50. 0
50.0

.4nradciate

Number

34
11
8
4
2

Percent

31.2
12.2
26. 6
18. 2
20.0

Undergraduate
and graduate

Number Perce: t

7

37 3.;

25 27
7 23. ;
7
2 20 0

GENERAL NATURE OF THE CURRICULA

The quotations from college and universiiy announcements presented in
this seciion are intended to give a general idea of the prganization and
Content of curricula offered for the preparation of elementary school super-
visors. :Factors which seem to influence the nature of the preparation
offered art the fields of specializationgeneral or special subject super-
visionthe. academic level at which the work is givenundergraduate or
gfaduate,,and the riqu%rements for State certification in terms of credit
hours, prescribed courses, and prerequisites of experience and training.

&tilt sews for califration.Some bulletins and announcements
contain a summary of State certification requirements to aid students in
determining . their eligibility for registration and in orienting themselves
as to the essential courses of the curriculum. For example, the Ball State
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Teachers College Bulletin lists the State 4cquirements for a general super-
visor's license in Indiana as follows:

Applicants for a general supervisor's license, first grade, should present
credits and cfualifications approximately as follows:

1. Graduation from a standard or approved college or normal school
(4-year curriculum).

2. Three years of successful experience as supervisor, principal, or
teacher, all of which must have been within the last 10 years preceding the
application, exclusive of the time spent in attending school.

3. An elementary school teacher's license, first grade, or the qualifica-
tions for such a license.

4. Graduate credit meeting the requirements for a master of arts degree
in education:

Psychology of elementary schobl subjects 4 hours
Practicum in elementáry school supervision 4 hours

This,practice is further exemplified in the catalog of the Murray State
Teachers College, which gives the following requirementi of the State of
Kentucky for the issuance of certificates in administration and supervision:

The provisional certificate in administration and supervision, valid for
4 years, shall be issued to a person who has fulfilled the requirements of law
and the general regulations of the State board of education, who has
had a minimum of 2 years' iuccessful teaching experience, who has com-
pleted a 4-year curriculum for the training of elementary or high school
teachers as approved by the State board of education, and who presents a
transcript of standard college credits showing the completion oP the follow-
ing courses in education:

a. Courses in administration and supervision 6 hours
b. Courses in elementary. education 6 hours
C. Supervised student training 6 hours

ad. Courses in secondary education 6 hours

In. California, each teacher-education institution has been authorized by
the State board of education to prepare and recpmmend students for certain
specified credentials for which the board has set up definite requiremènts.
Bulletins and -circulars of information from these institutions generally
contain only a statement of general requirements for securing credentials
for instruction, administration, or supervision, referring the student to a
special credential bulletin issued by the institution, as for example, $tanford
University, or to the bulletin of the State board of education, for details of
special requirements.

The fact that the publications of-some institutions make no reference to
State requirements for certification of supervisors may generally be in-
terpreted to mean-that no such requirements exist. Although it is not the
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purpose of the present au'cly to analyze State certification requirements,
it seems important to point to an increasing tendency on the part of State
Departments of Education to designate requirements for supervisory
certificates. In his recent study Reller I recalls a paper on The Certifi-
cation of Teachers given by Cubberley in 1906 before the National Society
for the Scientific Study of Eduscation, in which The pointed out the
desirabi1t4r-tf establishing distinctly higher educational and professional
standards for adniinistrators and supervisors. At that time, Wisconsin stood
alone in this respect, issuing a county superintendent's certificate upon an *.ak

examination . . . including all subjects for the first grade teacher's cer-
tificate, and, in addition, 'school law, and organization, management, and
supervision of district schools.' "

Reller's findings show that by 1933, 14 States controlled admission to

supervisory positions through certification and types of certificates issued.
He interpreted his findings to mean

(a) an enormously increased activity in this regard; (b) a sharp de-
cline in the use of examinations; (c) a specialization of certificates more
extended than Cubberley pr9posed (three grades of supervisory cer-
tificates); (d) a striking increase in the importance of college courses in
education for certification; (e) the requiring of certificates for certain
positions in nearly all States in which they are issued; and (f) a steady
advance in standards for all types of certificates."

promisingHis conclusion that despite these trends "the present status of
. State control of entrance to positions of an administrative or supervisory

nature leaves much to be desired" seemsjustified. The past 3 years, how-
ever, have seen steady advancement in differentiation of requirements Tor
State certification, In 1936 Rosene 12 repcirted 13 States as issuing a

separate certificate for the ition of supervisor and 6 States issuing cer-
tificates qualifying t e position of superintendent, principal, and
supervisor. In 1937 reports received by the Office of Education reveal a

total of 23 States issuing specialized certificates for supervisors other than f
special subjects.

Rosene arrays the legal requirements for the certification of supervisors .
in tabular form and then describes the median practice for the 19 States
previously mentioned, as follows:

The supervisor has a median teaching experience of 3 years and
holds a certificate', the term of which is 5 years.. He has completed

I. Reller, T. L. State certification for administrative positions. Philadelphia, Pa., University of Pennsyl-
vania, School of Education, 1933. 32 p.

" ¡bid, p. 7.

Rosene, Windom A. The legal status of certification of superintendents, principals, and supervisors in the
United States in 1936. Master's theses, University of Nebraska, 190 p. Unpublished.
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4 years college work and holds a baccalaureate degree. He has
specializell in elementary supervision and special supervision and has
earned college credits in at least one additional required subject in
Education.

A practical outcome from this study took form in recommen,dations passed
by a group of representatives from most of_ the higher institutions of
learning in the State of Nebraska, two of which read as follows:

We recomniend that supervisory certificates for elementary schools,
having six -or more teachers, shall require 1 20 college hours and 2
years of experience.

We recommend that the supervisory officer in any system of 10 or
more teachers shall have 30 college hours above the baccalaurea
degree and 2 years' experience. A

In an analysis of certification requirements for supervisors of public-
school music made in 1929, the National Council of Music Education 13
recommended a distribution of credit hours for the training of music
teachers and supervisors on the basis of a 4-year course totaling 120 semester
hours and leading to a baccalaureate degree-30 hours to be devoted to
general educational courses, 30 hours to general and music education, and
60 hours to theoretical and applied music. A detailed outline for a cur-
riculum was also suggested.

Accrediting agencies such as the American Associa W.f Teachers
Colleges, the Association of American Universities, Ind the National
'Association of Schools of Music have been active in promoting standards
for the granting of degrees and credentials for supervisors of instruction,
the last-mentioned agency, " for example, having adopted minimum
curricula on the basis of which member-schools are examined and approved.

Organization of curricula.Froin an examination of curricula as presented
in catalogs and announcements, three rather general patterns seem to
emerge. The first, provided for .both general and special-subject super-
vision, is the basic or core-curriculum required of all students. Upón this
curriculum is built the sequence of required and elective courses in super-
vision, the total generally comprising 4 years of training.

The seconcl,pattern, not greatly unlike the first, is based on certain course
requirements, with provision for faculty advisory service to help students
in selecting. a sequence of courses to supplement previous education and
experience, to meet the institution's conception of the needs of the super-
visor, or to satisfy State ,9ertification requirements, While this type of

Is Music education research council. State certification of teachers and supervisors of public school musk.
Paul J. Weaver, Editor. /*Music Supervisors Natipnal Conference. p. 18-30. Ithaca, N. Y.

14 National association of schools of music. Constitution and by-laws, specimen examinations, approved
curricula, code of ethics, membership. Burnet C. Tuthill, Secretary, Southwestern College, Memphis, Tenn.,
1936. 35 p.
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curriculum is commonly noted in catalogs of institutions offering graduate
work, it also appears occasionally in the announcements of institutions
whose curricula are restricted to the undergraduate level.

In some contrast'to these two curriculum patterns there is a third which
ig definitely more prescriptive in nature. It is represented by a detailed
outline of courses covering both academic and professional fields, presented
in sequence for each semester or quarter term for each of the 4 years of

college. This type of curriculum generally pertains to supervision of the
special subjectsmusic, fine and industrial arts, and health and physical
education. Frequently, it is differentiated, as in the case of music, for
vocal and instrumental supervisorand in the case of physical education,
for the suPervision of boys and girls, and' the total program of supervisory
preparation may cover both the elementary and secondary schools. In a

few instancei the detailed prescriptions pertain to preparation for super-
vision of rural schools, and of kindergarten-primary or intermediate
grades.

It seems apparent that these general patterns of orga .zation are not
mutually exclusive. Faculty advisors probably function to a deglkee in

institutions following any one of the three plans. Similarly, State re-

quirements for certification of supervisors as well as certain standards
established by professional accrediting 'agencies undoubtedly are recog-
nized wherever They exist, regardless of the type qf organization Which

the curriculum appears to represent. In presenting the following illustra-

tions of curricula provided for the training of elementary supervisors no

attempt has been made to classify them according to the types just dis-
cussed, although all types are exemplified. Their chief purpose is to indi-

cate something of the general nature, scope, and organization of current

curriculum offeritgs.

VNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA

THE COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

Specialized Curricula Administration, Supervision, and Teacher
Training 13

The following specialized curricula are prescribed for prospective super-
intendents of schools, elementary school principals and supervisors. . . .

I The complete curricula require 5 years for completion; 2 years in the junior
college, 2 years in one of the four special curricula described below in the
college of education for the bachelor's degree, and 1 year in the graduate
school for the master's degree. . . . .

il From Bulletin of the University of Minnesota, College of Education, Announcement of coupes for the years

19'36-1938. Vol. XXXIX, No. 42, August 24, 1936. p. 27, 38-43.
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Elementary Education

Curriculum IA and Curriculum II are for three different groups of
students:

1. General elementary school teaching (all grades: primary, inter-
mediate, or upper grades), qualifying for the Minnesota elementary
school advanced certificate.

2. Elementary school principalships and elementary school super-
visorships in Minnesota, if or when the holder has had two years ot
elementary school teac'hing experience.

3. Junior high school teaching when so endorsed after cekain modifica-
tions, as specified later, have been made.

The 4-year curricula constituwalso the first 4 years of 5-year curricula
fo( more intensive specialization in elementary/teaching, general grade
supervisorships, elementary school principalships, critic teaching or super-
vision of student teaching in teacher-training institutions, nursery school,
kindergarten teaching, parental education, and for instructors of elemen-
tary education in teachers colleges and other institutions.

General Minimum Requirements for Curriculum IA, Junior College

Title Credits

Freshman composition (or Eng. A-B-C or exemption) 9
Modern World or American History or both 9 or 10
Human geography 5
Biological sciences (general botany, general zoology or both), total minimum

required 10
Fundamentalstof speech 4 ...- 6
Introduction to sociology 5
American government and politics 9
Art ed., fundamental principles of design, or 3 credits from art education;

hoine economics; industrial arts 1 1

Music Education, Music orientation, 3 credits; niu., ear training, 4 credits. . . . . 7
General psychology t 6
Introduction to nutrition ', 2
Health an e physical education:

Fres .. . e and sophomore physical education 5
Public s al health . 2
Physi edu 0 tion I

3%
Electives

Total 95

A. Curriculum IA (third and fourth years). For those who wish to secure
the Minnesota elementary school advanced certificate qualifying holder to
teach in any grades 1 to 8, inclusive; and when so endorsed, after certain
modifications as noted below, also in junior high schools. After 2 years of
successful experience the curriculum qualifies for the Minnesota elemen-
tary school principal's and supervisor's certificate.

1. Academic fields.Completion of one regular academic minor and 18
credits of concentration in each of two additional fields in the following
subject-matter fields, including with approval of major adviser, junior
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college subject-matter couTses already completed at the -University of
Minnesota or elsewhere:
English. or preferably general
A foreign language.
Geography.
History.
A social science other than history or

geography, or preferabkrt general social
sciences other than history or geography.

A natural science
science.

Mathematics.
Art.
Music.
Library mtthods.
Physical education.
Others by special permission of adviser.

Much of the work of the junior year should be in the above academic
subjects. A total of 18 credits in prescribed or elective academic subjects
il?ust be in courses numbered 50 or above.

2. General and elerizentary education. A major of 45 credits.

JUNIOR YEAR

Title Credits

Introduction to elementary school
teaching 9

Introduction to statistical methods 3

Courses in theory and practice of
art teaching as advised by art
department 3

Elementary methods 3

SENIOR YEAR

Title Credits

Teaching of e1ement3ry school
subjects (reading, socia studies,
English including handwriting,
and arithmetic, with observation
and directed teaching) 1 5

Public school administration . . . . . 3

The elementary school curriculum. 3

Supervision and improvement of
instruction 3

Diagnostic and remedial instruc-
tion 3

tdr graduates of the i1ual 2-year advanced normal professional curricu-
lum for elementary te hers in teachers colkges and normal schools, or its
equivalent, for which 0 blanket credits (2 years' work) are allowed in th;
College of Education toward graduation:

The curriculum leads to the elementary school advanced certificate and
if or when 2 years of experience in elementary education have been com-
pleted, to the Minnesota State principal's or supervisor's certificate as well.
By substituting certain elective courses in the junior high school field the
certificate is made legal also for junior high school teaching.

A. Major in elementary education. 30 credits in the College of Education as
follows:

1. Required of all:

Curriculum II (Third and Fourth Year)

Title Credits

Introduction to statistical methods 3

Public school administration i o 3
The elementary school curriculum m 3

Supervision and improvement of instruction 3

Diagnostic and remedial instruction 3

Foundations of elementary school method 3

Supervision of elementary subjects 3

Total

36
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2. Additional electives in education to complete 30 quarter credits se-
lected from the following courses:

Title
Educational 'sociology
History of modern elementary education
The junior high school
Professional education of teachers
Children's literature
The teaching of geography and history
Literature for adolescents
The teaching of reading
Teaching of primary arithmetic
Teaching of intermediate grade arithmetic
Adjustment of schools to individual differences
The supervision and teaching of English
The supervision of social studies
The supervision and teaching of arithmetic
Practice supervision*--Group observation and group problems in 1t1 schools . . .

Practice supervision*--Individual problems in field
The supervision and teaching of reading
Curriculum and course of,study construction
Organization of the elementary school
Techniques in administration
Organization for supervision
Psychology of elementary school subjects
Construction and use of group aptitude tests
Child guidance'
Psychology of child developmentChild psychologyi
Psychology of adolescence (open to those desiring Jr. H. S. endorsement of cer-
` tificate) 3
Psychology of gifted children 2

Others with approval of adviser. Ed Psy. 120 ape 140 are requIred in addition to 30
credits if no course in tests and measurements has been taken previously.

B. Subject-matter and academic fields.-60 credits.
1. Eighteen credits in each of at least two of the following or such other

fields as may be approved by the adviser. In each case all 18 creclits are to
be taken during the third and fourth years and are as a rule to be selected
from courses offered in minor and major sequences of the college of educa-
tion. Transfer students must aim to supplement,. and not to duplicate,
courses taken elsewhere. Credit cannot be allowed for courses that are
largely duplication. The fields art':

s

Credits
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
2
2
2
3
2

2-4-6
3
4

2 or 3

English. Mathematics.
A foreign language. Art.
Geography. Fine arts.
History. Music.
A science or general science. Library methods.
'A social science or general social sciences Physical education.

(other than history or geography). Others by special permission.

2. Academic electives.-24 credits. .

Note.At least 18 of the 60 academic credits are to be in courses num-
bered 50 or abovs.

Excess quality Zredits earned in all courses will reduce the general elective
credits required in academic subjects.

'Passing the qualifying examination is a prerequisite to this course.
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I.

Fifth Year In The Gr4duate School

Elementary School AdministratioR and Supervision, Teacher Traioing,
Nursery, Kindergarten-Primary Education, or General Elementary
Education
* * * Students will select their advisers according to their specializa-

tion, interests, and needs. * * * For a further discussion of general
Graduate School requirements see the Bulletin of the Graduate School.

Students preparing to be elementary school supervisors are fifth-year stu-
dents and are candidates for the master's degree. The student's program
(curriculum) is, as is true with all graduate students, adjusted to meet his
particular needs and ipterests. The major advisor directs or assists the
student in organizing a program which will lead to the type of training,
position, or certtficate desired. This holds true for those preparing to be

general elementary school supervisors as well as those preparing to be

special-subject supervisors. The curricula are, therefore, not rigidly de-
fined.

SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

Requirements for the Administration Credential (Effective September 15,
1936)

Any person holding a valid elementary or junior high school credential
may complete the requirements for the administration credential at San

16

Jose State College.
General requirements:

An applicant for the adminitration credential must submit:
A. A certiAcate from a physician licensed to practice nfedicine and surgery

that the applicant is physically and mentally fit to engage in school service.

B. Verification of a valid California general elementary teaching creden-
tial, certificate, pr life diploma.

C. Verification of 2 years of thorotighly successful teaching experience.
D. The recommendation of this college that the credential be granted.

p.

Specific requiiements:
Elementary School Principal or Supervisor. (For elementary school principal

or supervisor under a superintendent of schools.)

E. Completion of 27 quarter units of work beyond all requirements for
the general elementary credential in courses completed concurrently or

subsequent to teaching exp:rience, including the following:

1. Required: Units

Administration and supervision of elementary schools (including field work) . 6

City school administration 3 to 6
Elementary school curriculum (Adv 3 to 6
Educational sociology 3

le From its Circular of information and announcement ofcourses, 1937-38. p. 60-61.
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2. Electives from the following to total 27 units:
Philosophy of education.
School surveys.
The principal and his school.
Educational research.
Seminar in personnel methods.
Advanced educational measurements.

Methods in mental diagnosis.
Statistical methods.
Psychological methods.
Methods in mental hygiene.
Mental tests.
Mental test practice.

LAKRENCE ,COLLEGE

The Course in Public-School Music 17

The,courses in public-school music supervision are designed to give not
only thorough and practical training in musio peda'gog.rbut also adequate
preparation in practical and theoretical music, psychology, education, and
cultural subjects.

The degree of bachelor of music is conferfed upon completion, of the
4-year course. There is an increasing demand for supervisors of iriusic

and junior and senior high school music teachers holding the bachelor's
degree. This course offering a degree combining music and.education is
planned to meet this demand in the field of music educatipn.

FRESHMAN YEAR SOPHOMORE YEAR
qedits,per i .Credits per
semestir semester

1st ?nd Subjects la 2nd
3 ' 3 Psyehology 3 3
3 3 College elective 3 3
3 2 Harmony 3 2

1 Keyboard harmony 1

2 2 Ear training and sight singing 1 1

2 2 History of music 1 1

4 4 Violin 'class 1 1

Applied music 4 4
Choral

Subjects
English composition
College elective
Harimany
Keyboard harrupny
Ear training and siglit singing
History of music
Applied music
Choral

JUNIOR YEAR

Education
College elective
Form and analysis
Gradc school methods . .....
Teachinq music appreciation..
Conducting
Band instrument class. . .

Applied music
Practice teaching
Choral

3
SENIOR YEAR

College electives
2 2 Principles of supervision i
2 2 Junior high school music
1 1 methods
1 1 Problems in music education . .

2 2 Senior high school music
2 2 methods
1 1 Orchestration

Song'composition
Applied music

. Conservatory or college...elec-
tive

%

Choral

6 , 3

2

17 From Lawrence College bulletin, Catalog number, March 1937, vol. XXXVII, no. 1. p. 101-103.
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The Instrumental Supervisor's Course

FRESHMAN YEAR

Subjects

English composition
College elective
Harmony
Keyboard harmony
Ear training and sight singing
Instrumental school music

methods I
Piano
Wind or string instrumnt

- Orchestra and band ensemble
Observation

JUNIOR YEAR

4

Education
College elective
Instruzikental school music

methods III
Conducting
Form and analysis
Grade school vocal methods .

Wind or string instrument. . . .

Second subject in applied
music

Practice teaching
Orchestra and band ensemble

Credits per
semester

la 2nd
3 3
3 3
3 2

. . 1

2 2

2 1

1 1

2 2
1

1
3 6

2
2

2 2
2 2
2 2

1

1

. .

Students in the Instrumental School
and orchestra.

SOPHOMORE YEAR
Credits per

semester
1st 2nd

3 3

3
1

1 1

2

Subjects

Psychology.
Harinony
Keyboard harmony
Ear training and sight singing.
History of music
Instrumental school 'music

methods II
Violin class
Piano
Wind or strinq instrument . . .

Practice teaching
Orchestra änd bana ensemble

'
SENIOR YEAR

2 1

1 1

1 1

2 2
s. 1

1

Coller electives 6 3

Principles of supervision and
administration

Orchestration 2 2
Song composition 2
Senior high school vocal

methods
String instrument

1 Win insirument
1 Orchestra and band ensemble .

1

2

2 2
2 2

1

Music Course are required to play in the band

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY
gat

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

Supervisors of Instruction 18

A. The core requirements.
A course in educational research, in educvional psychology, in either statistics or

tests and measurements and in the philosophy of education or educational sociology.
(3 dedits each.)

(Other courses to total 30 credits are selected by the student and his adviser.)
Credit
hours

6
9'

6

B. Thesis oriwo courses of 3 credits each
Courses in supervision of instruction
Courses in administration to bt decided upon by prbfessor or supervisor, in

terms of (1) previous experience, (2) proposed field of supervision . . . . . . . . .

For supervision of "special subjects" 6 may be reduced to 3 in certain cases.

II Frim Syracuse University bulletin, voL LXVI, no. 7, 1937-1938. p. 80, 86.
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MICHIGAN STATE NORMAL COLLEGE

Curriculum for Administrators and Supervisors of Schools, Rural
Communities 19

(The adviser iri\charge of each curriculum will gbidr the studevt in his enrollment and
each term will approve his, classification.)

Group I.

*.

Group II.

Group III.

Group IV.

Term Hours
Language and literature 20
Literature for the elem. grades 4
Electives 16
Science
Gen. agr., elem.'sci. for rural schools 8
Physiology 4
GeoFraphy 8
Statistical method in education 4
Social science
Rural sociology, rural economics 8
Political science 4
Electives 8
Education
Education (el. psychology)
Educational tests and measurements
Modern trends in rural education
Community relations
Rural principalship
The technique of supervision
Rural school curriculum
Teaching

Group V. Fine arts f 8
Elementary art, elements of music

Group VI. Voc4tiona1 education 4
Household mechanics . . 4

Group VII. Physical education and health 4
Health education for rural schodls 4

12
4
4
4
4
4
4

12

24

20

48%4

8

- Physical training, six terms.
Additional required work

Rhetoric
Public speaking
Handwriting, one term.

Electives

9
3

12

52

Total 192

The student will complete as a Aninimum: a majo¡s subject of 36 term
hours, a minor cognate subject of 24 term hours, and â second minor of 24
tiym hours in subject fields which the student expects to teach.

1. From Michigan State Normal College bulletin, vol. XXVII, no. 2, May 1937. p. 62.
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BALL STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE

Curriculum for the Preparation of Supervisors and Teachers of the Special
Subjects in the High Sbhool and' Elementary School "

o

Degree:
The requirements listed in the fóllowing paragraphs lead to the dtgree

of bachelor of science in education. If the foreign language requirement is
onet the degree of bachelor of arts in ed4catiop will be conferred.

License:
Completion of this curriculum makes the person eligible to a first grade

special high school license in the special. subject. This license is gooa for
teaching and' supervising tlie special subject in the senior high school, in
the junior high school, and in grades 1 to 8 of any elementary school.

Required courses:
This curriculum requires a minimum of 192 prepared hours, 1'92 hon r

points, And nonprepared hours as listed below.
General requireMents: Hours

Psychology 12
Principles of teaching and classroom management 4

Secondary education 4
Student teacbing
Science or mkthematics 12
Literature 4

Composition . 8

Social science 4101111°. ..
.

8
41 Art appreciation I . 2

MuSic appreciation 2

Total "1,1,

Requirements in special subject:
A total of 100 (hours of academic and. professional academic credit in a special

subject. .
.

Electives: , .. . .

As many hours of credit in electives as are needed to increase the total of prepared
hours to 19/.

Nonprepared requirements: Hours 4
Use of Library . 1

Physical Education 11
Writing .

. 4

Spelling * 1

`Total

DEPARTMENT OF ART

18

The student who desires to qualify for a first gade special high school
license valid for teaching and supervising art in high school and elementary
school will choose art as his special subject and fpllow the curticulum for ttie
preparation of supervisors and teachirs.pf the special subjects in tht high

so From Ball State Teachers College bulletin. Catalog number and announcements for 1937-1938, March
1937. vol. XII, No..3. p. 72. 82, 114.
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school and elementary schools. The requirements for the special subject
are as follows:

Halos
Design (principles of design, composition, lettering, design research, costume

design, commercial design, house planning and interior decoration) 32
Representation (perspective, still life and landscape, figure drawing) 20
Construction (pottery, crafts) .. 8, _.

Art appreciation .
.

V
,.

r 4
Art history.. . . . . ... \..,,j...

acildnanie-work
\ 4

Professional and (methods and problems in grade school art
construction, the teaching of art in the high school, teaching of art in the ele-
mentary school)

Directed electives j 20

.. Total 10,0

DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL ARTS

The student who desires to qualify for a first grade special high school
license valid for teaching and supervising industrial arts in high school and
elementary school will choose industrial arts as his special subject and follow;
the curriculum for the preparation of supervisors and teachers of the
special subjects in the high school and elementary schgol. The requirements of
the speci41 subject are as follows:

Orientatioii. ..

Graphic arts fundamentals, maèhine parts, architecture, type
cases)

Graphic arts (drawingarchitecture, machine -design, shop probleml)
Woods 4

Electricity \

Conartte cOnstriction and carpentry \_ 4

Metals ;
.

Woods; concrete It.onstruction and carpentry, electricity, metals and graphic
arts) . 4. . . 12

Professional academic work (pioblems of supervision, curriculum problems) . 8 ,

Professionil academic work aiM guidance (pidance, modem industries, in-
struction devices and aids) 4

Directed electives 28

Hoes!
4

16
8
8
4
4
4

Total

GENERAL INFORMATION

100

The student will bp guided in his choice prdi cted electives by official
advice from the office of the registrar.

ANALYSIS OF CURRICULUM COURSES

What types of technical and professional courses are required and offerecil
as electives for the curricula in element* school supervision? Wfiat is ihe
general nasturesof the courses included under the different types? Which
courses are offered most frequently for the supervisor's prepration? What
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variations exist in the weight given to different types of courses in teachers

colleges, universities and colleges of arts and scientes, and in the preparation

offered for general and for special subject supervisors? How do co-urse

offerings in*the present study compare with those reported in other studies?

To what extent do 'the deicriptions of courses seem to indicate that they

ptepare for the generafly accepted functions and duties of th supervisor?
Answers to these questions are based upon ail analysis of courses offered

by the 158 institutions providing curricula or sequences of courses leading

to a degree, diploma, or certificate in elementary school supervision. The
courses summarized include those listed in the catalogs as required or elective

for a diploma or degree in supervision, or as a liasis for the curricula in
compliance with State regulations Tor the certification of supervisors, and

those courses in supervision listed among the professional-Zourses of instiiu-

tions whose catalogs state that they prepare elementary school supervisors

but do not oudine the complete curriculum. The `content of these courses

makes up the content of the curriculum, each one presumably contributing

to the total body of preparation provided for the elementary school super-

visor.
A total of 895 courses were recorded 'and classified according to thcir

general nature into 10 subject-categories: Administration, Administration and

Supervision, G'uniculum, Methods Of Instruction, "Modern Education," Philosophy

Educatión, Psychology, Research, Supervision, and Tests and Measurements

(table 9). The classification was based upon the titles of the courses except

where available descriptions supplied such supplementary information as

was needed for clarity.
In many cases, course descriptions were omitted entirelY from the catalogs

or were devoted to details concerning prerequisites for registlation. Since

the catalog constitutes the major source of information for prospective
students much can be said in favor of course-descriptions which state
clearly the types of skill or information which the course aims to develop and

indicate the types of problems to be considered and the -.subject matter
involved. That course-descriptions provide a fairly accurate picture of the

work actually given is indicated by Lindeman's 31 findings which show a

correlation of 0.60 between the items included in catalog course-descrip-
tions And items included in the syllabi used by instructórs for courses in

supervision.
Relative emphasis upon the categories.When institutions of all types are

considered it is apparent from table 9 that courses pertaining essentially
to techniques of supervision are listed most frequently as either required or

II Lindeman, C. W., op. ch., p. 129.
,
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elective in the supervisor's currivilum. Their total number, 308, ts almost
three times the number of courses next -in rank, namely, those pertaining to
Methods' of Instruction 115, and to Psychology, 112. if Courses offered least'
frequently relate to Philosophy of Education, 15, and Research, 21. This
should not be taken to mean that these two important subjects are omitted
from the supervisor's preparation. On the contrary, they receive more
emphasis than the categories indicate, for the reason that they tend to be
treated as'aspects of "Modern Pducation," Tests and Measurements, Curriculum,
Supervision, etc., rather than as separate subject fields.

TABLE 9.-Number and percent of technical and professional courses offered by each type of
institution

Type of courses

Administration
Administration and supervision_ _

Curriculum
Methods of instruction
Modern education
Philosophy of education
Psychology
Research
Supervision
Tests.and measurements

Total.

Normal schools
and teachers col-

leges

Number

2

Percent

31 7.9
30 7.7
31 7.9
34 8.7
27 6.9
11 2 8
48 12.3
7 1.8

138 35.3
34 8.7

391 100.0

Universities and
sciences mai ntaining

colleges of arts anda-

College of educa-
tion

Number

44
12
35
44
28

4
34
12

157
. 31

401

Percent

11. 0
3. 0
8. 7

11. 0
7. 0
1 0
8. 5
3. 0

39. 1
7. 7

104.1

Department of
education

Number Percent

7

3 2. 9
2 2.0
2 2. 0

37 35. 9
9 8. 7

30 29. 1
2 2. 0

13 12. 6
5 4. 8

1113 100.0

All institutions

Number

78
44
68

"dP 115
64
15

112
21

308
TO

Percent

R. 7
4. 9
7 6

12. 9
7.2
1. 7

12. 5
2. 3

34. 4
7. 8

895 INA

The outstanding contrast between the courses included in the curricula
studied in 1926 by Hosic and those included in the present study is the
place given to techniques of supervision. Excluding from Hosic's list the
courses designed for secondary school supervisors, Adminisiratioln ranks first..
in his list of 12 types of courses, whereas Supervision ranks next to the last
As has already been noted, Supervision heads the list in the present study.
Courses under the following three categories were excluded from lipsic's
list: rurriculum, Modern Education, and Research, which represent recent
trends- in profeisional training.

When comparisons are made of courses offered by the three types of in-
stitutions studied, marked variatiens may be noted in the ranking of the
different categories. Supervision itill ranks first for teachers colleges and
colleges of education, while Methods of Instruction ranks first for departments
of education, with Pchology receiving almost as much emphasis in terms

,
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of number of courses offered. Among institutions of this group, courses in
supervision are offered with about the same fréquency as are courses in
psychology among teachers colleges, or courses in administration and in
methods of instruction among colleges of education.

At the other extreme of the distribution, Reseasch and Philosophy of Educa-
tion tend to hold the same low ranks for each type of institution as is shown
for all institutions taken together. For departments of education, rela-
tively few courses are also offered in administration, administration and
supervision, and curriculum.

Between the extremes of the distributions, within an area .representing
from 6 to 9 percent of the courses offered by each type of institution, appear

. the following categories: For teachers collegesAdministration, Adminis-
tration and Supervision, Curriculum, Methods of Instruction," Modern Education,"
and Tests and Measurements; for colleges of educationCurriculum, "Modern
.Education," Psychology, and Tests and Measurements; for departments of educa-
tion, only "Modern Education." It is apparent that in this area between
points of greatest and least emphasis, the most uniform "spread" of train-
ing is found in the curricula of teachers colleges and the least uniform in
departments of education.

Some relationships may be observed between the relative frequency of
offerings among,different types of institutions and such factors as the aca-,
demic level at which the curricula are given and the types of supervisory
preparation offered. For example, Psychology ranks second in teachers
colleges and departments of education, where three-fourths of the curricula
lead to the bachelor's degree only, as against a rank of fifth place among
colleges of educatIon, where more than four-fifths of the curricula are given
at the graduate level. Here the cuVculum in supervision probably pre-
supposes a background in psychology, or is too concentrated to include
courses in that field.

On the other hand, Research, although of low rank in all types of institu-
tions, is offered with greater frequency in colleges of education than in
teachers colleges or-departments of education, probably because it repre-
sents a kind of technical training better adapted to graduate than to under-
graduate work.

The undergraduate character of the curricula in teachers colleges may
account, also, for the fairly uniform spread of courses in certain fields men-
tioned earlier. In institutions maintaining departments of education, on
the other hand, the influence of "undergraduateness" is offset in a degree
by the special types of curricula offered, particularly those in the field of
music. Such curricula tend to emnphasize Methods of Instniction and Pg-

s

etiology, with slight provision for any other courses except in Supervision and
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"Modern Education." This emphasis upon ihethgds and psychology courses
in the curricula for special subject supervision is even more evident when
contrasts are drawn between the distribution of courses for institutions
offering only general curricula and those offering only special curricula
(table 10). Contrasts in emphasis upon course offerings other than meth-
ods and psychology indicate that spocial subject curricula have propor-
tionately fewer courses in school .4dministratiln and in Te.as and Measure-
merzts than is true of general curricula.' As shown in table 10, there is again
a more even spread of courses, exclusive of those emphasiied most and
least, in teachers colleges than in the universities and colleges of arts and
sciences for both general and special currictila. The sharpest contrasts in
course offerings in this latter group of institutions are to be found in Admin-
istration and Supervision, Curriculum and Research, for which practically no pro-.
vision is made in special curricula; and in .4dminis1ration, Superz.ision, and
Tests and Measurements, for wl-iich approximately one-third as many courses
are offered in special as in general curricula. It seems important to repeat
that the characteristics observed among special curricula are' chiefly those
in the field of music, since 23 of the 33 institutions in the university group
offering only special curricula specialize entirely in music supervision.

TABLE W.Number and percent of courses offered for general'and special subject curricula only,by teachers colleges, universities, and colleges of arts 4nd sciences 1

Type of courses

1

Administration
Administration and supervision.
Curriculum
Methods of instruction______
"Modern education"
Philosophy of education...
Psychology
Research
Supervision
Tests and measurements... _ ..

Normal schools and teachers colleges Universities and ctilleges of arts an'dcurricula sciences curricula

General (30) Special ( 1(4)

Number Percent Number

17 9. 2
18 9. 8
20 10. 9
14 7. 6
14 7. 6

3 1. 6
15 8. 2

2 1 1

62 33. 7
19 10. 3

General (2;) Special (33)
---4.

Percent Number ! Percent Number
i

. Percent
...war

4 6 7

1 2 4 13.

4 ;

4 ' 9 8 ' 16
s 19 5 i 9
4 9. 8 , 10
2 a, 4 8
5 i 12. 2.

1 0
/ 8

. / 6
12 1 29. 3 II 4

1 2. 4 1 17

7.0
. 7

5. 6
4 2

37.8
11. 8

4

47

3 3

8
8

3P4 8
7.4

40 33. 1

15 12. 4
_

4 3. 3

In this table, institutions maintaining colleges of education and departments of educAtion are combined.

_Course titles and colitent.To provide a clearer picture of the content of
curricula in supervision, an analysis was made of detailed descriptions from
catalogs of more than Iwo-thirds of the institutions studied. This analysis,
summarized on pages 49-60 indicates the types of course titles tilted and the
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scope of content of the courses classified under each of the 10 categories7

While the scope of the content of courses indicated by items listed after the

name of each category may be interpreted as typical for institutions as a

whole, a few variations appear in the nature of the cegurses offered by

teachers colleges, by universities, and by colleges of art,s and sciences. These

suggest variable wlights in erfiphasis. For example, 'more of the courses

specifically designated for rural school supervision are offered by the

teachers colleges than by the university group of institutio.ns. Curriculum

courses offered by the teachers cdlleges are concerned chiefly with activities,

objectives, and problems, while those offered by universities are divided

pearly equally between these aspects of the subject and techniques of

curriculum consti:uction. Method courses offered by teachers colleges pri-

marily emphasize general principles and techniques of teaching. By con-

trast, the majo'rity of method courses in'the university group are concerned

wiTh procedures for teadting special and general school subjects. The

colleges .offer a Proportionatel greater number of courses desig-

nated ractice work in Supervision than di) the universities, yet for both

grou
cour..4

tons, Practice Work is included in the descriptions of some

r all ca'tegories.

The obviously much .'overlappitng arriorT th9 techniques, 'devices,

rpethods, principles, prpbleins, and topics covered' in Courses under the

several categbries. Such topics as the e,41.uation 'of teaching procedufes,

curriculum' tle'vdopment, objectives of elementary education, and'resear6
e

. .

, .
appear ip .at least half of the categories; While supervisory activities appear

-in all of them in one form or another: Yet 'this ,overlapping is noi without

justific4t1oq for thè-wwn that all 10 categories represent aspectsof super-

visiqn and of each otlier. Instiad of being mutu4.11y exclusile, they 'are in-
,

herently interrelated.:- A broad course in supervision, such as. the one which

foltdyri, cited from the cátalog of the Geórgel"abody College for Teichers,
.

,

incorporates pròblems of .rearch,administraiimi, and so on:
_ .. : - .

. .. . ..
. ,

402. tlenieptary Schpol Supérvisiog. (4)

. s A fundamental
,

course for
,

elementary principals, general sup
,

isors,

and supervisors in training" schools.- Open to speci . , rvisorc,

. ,master teachers, and tho'se whose major sihteresris in thi field of a'cimin-
, .

4stratIon.
. .. ,

Among the more prominni-toeics r ving-attè4tiojn, are, the follow-

ing: nature and functionrotmodern S. s rvision; effect of recent ten-

.
dencies irr eduCation ¶ipon supeyvisory theory; ond itactices,

,

participa-

. tion of teacherkin the determination of educational pglicies; duties and

relationships of the daerent ki*rvisofy officials; an ,effevtively organ-

,ized program ofsupe standards for judging teaching and learning

conditions; tvaluatihg observations; methods of it-hp-owing instruction;

.
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ad4pting supervision to the needs of teachers with varying abilities.through the wise use of supervisory conferences, directed teaching,
demonstration teaching, directed observation and visitation, teachers'
meetings, curriculum revision, research, teachers' publications, andother direct and indirect means of supervision.

.Similarly, curriculum construction involves problems of both administra-
tion- and supervision; it determine methods of instruction, reflects the prin-
ciples and .practices of modern education, is based upon an underlying
philosdphy of education, recogniAes the psychology of human behavior, ', involves research, and provjdes f r continuous measurement and evalua-
tion of the learning product. T s same inter-relationship can be found if
one begins With a consideratio of administration, research, tests and
measurements, or any other of the categories listed. It is because each isa function of the other in practice that courses classified under any one will
contain content related to all the others. And probably for this reason, also,
it, seems safe to say that, in the main, the more a single course or series of
courses classified in any one category reflects other's, the more functional is

. its approach to supervision.
Although pnly a relatively few examples of course titles are given they are

the ones mentioned most frequently in t4e catalogs studied and are listed
in the order of frequency of mention.. All topics given under Course Content
are listed alphabetically without regard for frequency.

. 1. Administration.The administration, organization aid management of
elementary schools and of city, State and county school systems.

Examples of course titles:
Principles of public school administration.
Public school organization and administration.
Achhinistration of central and village rural schools.
Curren't studies in the adifinistration of physical education.
e content:

Articulation oT the different school divisions including the kinder-
, garten, elementary, junior and senior high school.

Attendanée, classification, retardation, acceleration, special classes,
outIof-school activities ancL health guidance.

CoUrse of study revision.
tEvolution of city and State school systems.
Functions of supervisor, principal, superintendent, boards of

education:is .
Laws, judicial decisions and constitutional provisions relating to

education to discover principles involved in public school
administration.

Procedures in child accounting.
School building problems.
School finance: revenue, budgets, business affairs.
Selection, assignment and organization of teaching staff.
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2. Adminis lion and supervision. Problems of 'the administration and
supervision city and rural- elementary schools, and of special subjects.

Example of course titles: ,

Organization, administration and supervision of elementary educa-
lion.

School organization, administration and supervision.
Administratjon and supervision in small school systems.

Course content:
Aims and objectives of the elementary school.

. Critical examination of current practices.
Curriculum revision and marerials of instruction.
Evaluating results.
Functions of supervisor, principal, teacher.
Health service, and policies governing it.
Pupil classifica0n, promotions, records and reports.
Selection, rati* and promotion of teachers.
Rural school organization, finance, supervisioln, public relations.
Types of --administrative units: district, community, community

consolidated, county, State.
3. Curriculum.Principles underlying the curricula for elementary schools

or for specific grade units, and the construction, administration, and
revision of curricula.

Examples of course titles:
The elementary school curriculum.
Techniques of curriculum construction.
Curriculum problems in art education.
Activity programs in the kindergarten-primary schools.

Curriculum materials and activities for elementary grades.
Field problems in curriculum adjustment.

Course content:
A. Curriculum Practices

Administrative and supervisory problems connected with 'the
activities program such as time allotments, free periods, char-
acteristics of age groups, integration of subjects.

Best learning techniques and situations.
Critical analysis óf curricula in progressive elementary schools.

Curriculum as a means of achieving objectives of education.
Curverd trends in American education that have influenced and

determined curricula.
Developing an educational point of view on the effective use of

materials of instruction.
Evaluate research or coirduct priginal research for specific fields or

problems.
Interpretations of texts and available teaching materials in terms of

curriculum objectives and outcomei
Investigations of psychological, sociological, and philosophical

basis of curriculum problems.
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Local adult life and its-implications for the school.
Modern materials of instruction: texts, visual, constructive, etc.
Provision for pupil participation in community life.
Organization of working plans to attack curriculum problems in

individual schools.
Principles that should govern the selection of instructional materials.
Promotion of extra-class activities, hobby groups, dramatic ,clubs,

honor societies, etc.
Use of local materials and personnel to supplement school facilities.
Study of recent courses of study from State, city, and county school

systems and from university experimental schools.
Special problems of art education in relation to community life in

recreation centers, museums, galleries, club and community
centers.

Survey of the major patterns of curriculum organization, separate
subjects, broad fields and integrated activity curriculums.

Types and sources of materials of instruction.

B. Curriculum Construction

Adaptation of the best educational theory and practice to meet
the needs of a specific community.

Analysis of current courses of study and practice in the techniques
of curriculum building.

Basic factors in determining the content and organization of cur-
ricula and courses of study for elementary schools.

Characteristics of age grotips for which curriculum is prepared.
Determination of objective in the light of modern principles of

education.
Development of modern units of work.
Environment surveys to ascertain implications and materials for

curriculum construction.
Examination of the underlying philosophical, psychological, and

spciological principles and concepts of modern education as a
means of improving curricula.

Methodology of research involved in scientific curriculum con-
struction.

Methods and practices in otianizing materials of instruction.
Need for curriculum revisioni
Organization of a school for curriculum improvement.
Organization of the art cufriculum for elementary schools.
Practige in the application of principles to curriculum construe-

. tion and criticism of subject curricula.
Problems of coordination of effort, finance and procedure in

curricula construction.
Scientific studies bearing upon the place and value of different

subjects.
Significant differences in current attacks upon curriculum making.
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Study of principles and techniques of curriculum research appro-
priate to nationaNcommittees, State and local school systems,
experimintal schools, specialists, supervisors, teachers.

The bearing of current social factors upon curricula.

4. Methods of instruction.Principles, general techniques and methods of

teaching in the elementary school, methods of teaching public school music,

procedures in the diagnosis of learning difficulties and remedial instruction,
methods of teaching the language arts, arithmetic, the social studies, physical

education, and special.problems of rural school instruction:

Examples of course titles:
Supervisor's course in public school music.
Diagnostic and remedial instruction in arithmetic and reading.
Principles and methods of teaching in the elementary school

(reading, literature, language, arithmétic, etc.).
Methods of instruction and,supervision of physical education.
The teaching of art in the elementary schools.
Theory and practice in elementary education.

ourse content:

A. Teaching Procedures with Special Reference to Arithmetic,
Art, Music, Physical Education, and Reading

Analysis ofchildren's abilities, and the mental ànd emotional
adjustments involved in learning.

Application of modern conceptions of education and of principle

of psychology and philosophy.
Comparative study of methods of teaching in the elementary

grades.
Fundamental concepts, principles, facts, processes, and problems

in elementary school mathematics.
Laboratory experiments to determine effective teaching pro-

cedures.
Materials of instruction: textli supplementary materials and teii.
Objectives of instruction: placement of subjects and activities ad

adjustment of teach* techniques at different age and grade
levels.

Problems of musical terminology, of organizing instrumental

music classes, grade choirs, and orchestras.
Relation of spetial subjects to the general school program witli

community recreation.

B. Diagnostic and Remedial Instruction

Analysis of children's difficulties in learning school subjects.

Clinical laboratory, field service and experience with social
agenties to aid cooperation between school and home.

Laboratory experiments to determine effective instructional pro-
cedures.
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Methods of analysis and correction of difficulties in arithmecti,
reading, spelling, oral and written composition.

Research studies related to the correction of' difficulties.
Use 6f diagnostic tests.

5. "Modern education."The origin, evolutikn, theories and social impli:
cations of modern education.

Examples of course titles:
Current educational literature in elementary education.
Determination of educational policies and problems.
Fundamental problems in education..
Mddern educational theories.
Philosophy of leadership.
Public relations.
School and community activities.

41School surveys.
Course content:

Appraisals of modern civilization with a view to determining
general objectives of education.

Development of ancient and living philosophiés, stressing princi-
ples of leadership in relation' to great social problems and
applied to local situations.

Development of a practical and defedtfable generai ecTucatill
policy Ice which all proposals for thc improyement of schools
should be referred and in the light of which their value may be
determined.

Establishing satisfactory public relations through the teaching
staff, the school children, parent, teacher, civic an6I social organ-
izations and State education d? associations.

) Function of the modern elementary school ana its relation to
other school units.

Fundamental activities of human conduct in relation to ethical
and moral life.

Nature of social and economic institutions with reference to the
gplace and function of public education.

Publicity organization, publicity campaigns, news versus propa-
ganda, methods of presenting school facts, school reports and
bulletins.

Relative functions- of philosophy and sçience in setting up educa-
tional programs.

Significant recent publications.
Techniques of developing personality and character traits in school

children. 4

The progressive educational movement.
The responsibility of the elementary school in a democracy.
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Study content based upon--
"1. Community surveyA; economic, social and religious problems.

Cooperative reading, abstracting and reporting of reading in
newspapers, magazines, organizations reportT, philosoph:
ical and scientific treaties.

Investigation of how peop.1 live.
Study of parent-teacher association and other local ancr

national organizations interested in education.
Visitation and analysis of school systems.

.6. Philosopky of education. Factors which forni the °basis of educational
theory and practie.

Examples of course titles:
Philosophy of education.

Course content:
Analysis of the progressive, scientific and traditional schools of edu-

cational thought.
Application of a philosophy of education to school organization,

P curriculum and teaching method.
Effort to determine types of method and organization required in

the educational process and an evaluation of methods used today.
Findings of science as an aid in defining the meaning and purpose
of education.

Function of the school and the social order: an evaluation of aims
and purposes, materials and methods in the light of educational
philosophy.

New needs for education mide evident by our industrial and political
development. !i)

Points of view resulting from our history ancl.traditions and from
present day life.

Formul4tion of a basiç definition of education.
The value of a philosophy of education for the teacher and

supervisor.

7. Psychology.General and educational psychology, mental development
at different age levels, and the psychology of teaching general and special
subjects of the elementary school curriculum.

Examples of course titles:
General psychology.
Child growth and development: psychology of the adolescent ;.psy-

chology of the Preschbol
Educational psychology.
Psychology of die elementary school subjects.
.Psychology of music:
Social psychology.

Course content:
e' Adjustment of behavior in school situations.

AnMysis and application of principles of learnineto motivation,
appreciation and control of conduct.

e
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Application of educational psveholo2y i ) learning:
Current psychological theories with refrrenco to tlwir effects upon

philosophy of eilucation.
Current research and individual investigations in learning.
Development of social relationships.
Educational and mental measurement.
Examination and analysis of student's daily experiences.
Experimental study of the testing process with an analysis of types

pf learning.
General laws of growth: physical defects, health of the growing

child.
Group motivation, response, stimulation.
Individual differences in mental abilities.
Influence of recent developments in psychology upon techniquess of

instruction, pupil guidance aids, control and conduct.
Inheritance of mental`traits.
Introduction tg scientific studies of human activities. '
Methods of diagnosis and remedial work useful to the supervisor.
Nature, develonment and measurement of:personality.
Nature of learning and of the factors which. influence learning an4

memory.
Personality traits.
Psychology of learning.
Study of exiDcripental data on problems of learning.fundanwntal

to subjects of the elementary school.
Types of reading and study difficulties in learning school subjects.

8. Res ch.Methods of educational research, special invstigations in
ckmcnta education'and procedures in conducting.school surveys.

Examples of course titles:
Methods and techniques of research.
Research in elementary education.
Research in school supervision.
Scientific methods in education.

Course content:

A. The Nature and Techniques* of Research

Recognition of problems for investigation.
Analysis of problems to help attack their solution effectively.
Valid methods and techniques for solving problems. t\
Collection and organization of neessary data.
Effective presentation of results. ji

B. Problems for Investigation

Current practices in school administration and supervision.
Diagnosis and remedial work.
Evaluation of methods of supervisi.
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Selection of equipment and supplies for different grade-groups of
the elerRentary school.

Selection, organization and gragluatipn ofoubject matter, methods
and materials for subjects of the elementary curriculttrn.

Study of pupil ability and achievement.
Testing the effectiveness of methods offeaching.

9. Supervision of instrucltion.Tëchniqués of improving instruction in the
schools of cities, small towns and rural areas; special techniques in meetirig
the problems involved in supervising elementary school instruction; labo-
iatory work in the practice of supervision; special studies in personnel
management; techniques of guidance and leadership; and seminar work
in specific problems of the supervisor. uSeir

Examples of course titles:
Elementary school supervision.
Supervision of instruction.
Principles and problems of supervision.
Supervision of rural and village schools.
Practice in the use of supervisory techniques. ,
Supervision ofart.
The supervision of music.
The supervision of arithmetic.
The supervision of reading.
Supervision of the social studies.'

b.

Supervision in the lower eleméntary school.
Supervision of the elementary school subjects.
S rvision of physical.editcation.
Sc $:4 supervision. .

Technique of supervision.
g4lic school supervision.
Pipervision and the improN+rnent of instruction:
Techniques in'educational leadership.
The nature and need of supervision.
Supervision of a dual system of schools.
Supervision of the industriA arts:
Supervision of langua& and literature.
Supervision of spelling and handwriting.
Supervision of natural sciences. , .

Course content:
.

A. Philosophy (ACSui3elvision

Democratic principles of supei-vision.
Nature and functions of supervision.
Philosophy of education for supervision.
Recent points of view on supervision.
The evolution of supervision.

s.
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13; Organization of Supervisory Service

kiministrative o" rganization for effective sell:ice.
Coordination of administration and instruction to promote effi-

ciency.
4 Relation of the supervisor to the superintendent, the teacher and

other supervisory officials. 4,

Staff requirements for adequ.ate service.
Status of rural school supervision in representative States.

J
C. Techniques of Supervision

Analysis of outstanding supervisory programs to discover needs

and procedures effective in the improvement of instruction.
Curriculum construction and adjustment.
Diagnostic and remedial teaching.
Evaluation of courses of study.
Ex rimentation in teaching methods.

ciionalFú study or techniques for a modern progiam of educa-

Laboratory work in supervision.
Methods of evaluating teaching situations.
Methods of leading teacher§ ipp think reflectively about instruc-

tional problems and arrive at basic principles.
Plans for 'securing the participation ot. teachers in deterinininq

educationäl policies.
Plans and programs for supervisors,in rural and city schools.

Preparation of reviews of current publications.
Provisions for pupil progress through provisions for individual

differences, rating, classifying and promotion of pupils, class

organization in departmental and group systems.

Teachers meetings, county institutes, supervisory bulletins.
Techniques of classroom visitation and individual conferences.

D. Laboratory Work

Experimentation in 'methods of teachipg, in the use of testing

programs, arid in remedial procediires.
Experimentation in supervisory procedures conducted' Ili -demon-

stration schciols.
Observation of class work followed by conferences.
Practice in supervision and an evaluation of supervisory practices.

'Study of laborátory school thrbugh demonstration lessons, group

discussions, individual reports, professional literature, and Appli-

cation ofimarious forms of research to the problems raised.
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E. Special Problems of Supervision-

Adapting classroom procedures to the abilities and intèrests of
pupils.

Helping the teacher analyze her difficiilties.
Measuring results.
Organizing lesson units.
Preschool and elementary curricula.
Primary methods and supervision. -

Socializing the elementary school.
The new teacher.
The Organization and development of curricula.
The supervisor in city, county, and State school systems.
Treods in curriculum making.

F. Subject Supervision

Analyses of the nature of reading; techniques of teaching reading at
various grade and age levels; stimulation of reading interests and
tests; measurement of the readin4 program; diagnosis of reading
disabilities; and an evaluation of remedial procedures.

Application of principles of supervision to physical education.
Correlation of music with other subjects.
Evaluation of varied and abundant materials for miisic libraries,

music classes, and instrumental ensembles.
Problems in the supervision of arithmetic, spelling, handwriting in

the light of investigations.
Scientific investigations rdating19,the teaching of composition and

grammar ánd speech.
Survey of investigations, concrete procedures, evaluation of recent

courses of study, examination of available tests, survey of teaching
materials for social studies:- childreh's. literature, natural science,
language arts.

The content' and supervision of English instruction in elementary
schools with special emphasis on results of recent research.

The function of the árt supervisor in elem'entary education:-
Uie of rote songs, lengtka.nd frequency of music period, instruments

to 'be taught.

G. Evaluation txf Progress

Construction of tests for measuring the extent to which objectives
are achieyed.

Critical study of current practices and an evaluation in terms of
progressive theory.

ettment practices in the supervision of rural schools.
Evaluation of types of in-service trainingt study groups, conference

groups, reading clubs.

to
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Survey of general tests, of tests in physical education and tests at
the nursery-kindergarten-primary level.

H. Educational Leadership

Development of skills in-the techniques to lead communitiei to
work effectively for better schools.

Leadership in the evolution of modern programs of education.
Relation of the school to the community.
Research methods and techniques.
Techniques of educational leadership.
The use af school reports, public meetings, newspapers, campaigns.

and surveys in educ4tional leadership.

I. Administrative Aspects of Supervision

Conduct of the testing program.
Departmental grade grouping.
Health program. .
Problems of teacher placement.
Pupil classification and promotions.
Pupil accounting systems..
Records and reports
School equipment and supplies.
Selection of teachers.
Studies of buildings and gi:lounds.
Supplying text books, referenc books, inaoii ties.
Systems of marking pupils.
:Textbook analysis and rating as a basis ( )1% selection.

AD

O

10. Tests and measurements.--The evaluat ion ;slid improvement of teaching
in the elementary school. Techniques a 11d instruments of measurement
apd educational statistics.

6 Examples of course titles:
Tests and mèasuriments for elementark- schools.
Educational statistics.
Evaluation of classroom iostruction.
Research in educational measurement.

. . Mental and educational tests and inoasures.
improyementStandardized tests and of instilic tion.

Use and interpretation of tests. _

. *-- Course content: . .

A°. Measurement Technique
Classification of data to show cendal tendencies of a distribution

and variability; percéntile rank; the probability curve and its
application; t he pibbable error; the coefficient of correlation and
regression; and index numbers.

Construction of tests.
Demonstration of testing techniques.
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Development of standards to evaluate traditional and modern
methods of testing.

Development of new type tests such as true-false, completion:
multiple choice. ,.

Examination of objective 'tests and arialysis of their validity, reli-
ability, objectivity, and economy.

Marks and marking systems.
Measurement of pupil capacity.
Need of measurements.
Objective evaluation orresults of teaching with tabular and graphic

presentation of data. -

Planning the testing program.
Practice in giving test.% in scoring and summarizing results and in

diagnosing and correcting pupil difficulties.
Scientific method of experimentation.
Use of diagnostic tests in teaching reading and arithmetic.
Use of test results in classifying and guiding pupils in aiding teaching

procedures, in supervision and in school surveys.
Values of informal contrasted with standardized objective exam-

inations.
B. Evaluation of Progress

Construction of tests for measuring the extent to which objectives
are achieved.

Critical study of current practices and an evaluation in terms of
progressive theory.

Current practices in the supervision of rulal schools.
Evaluation of types of in-service trainingiVtudy groups, conference

groups, reading clubs.

TheSollowing observations may be 'drawn from the foregoing survey of
course titles apd Gourse content:

1. The range of titles of courses among the various categories is widest
for Supervision and narrowest for Philosophy of Education. Undoubtedly the
difference in range between these two categdries may be explained largely
in terms of the relative number of courses classified in each, the one con-
taining the highest percent of courses classified in a single category, and the
other, the lowest percent (table 9).

2. Titles designating general courses tend to define the nature and scope
of the course offerings less specifically than those pertaining to a special
phase of a field of study. For example, The Elementary School Curriculum is
less clescriptive than Curriculum Materials and Activities for Elemeritary. Grades,
and Supervision of Instructidn than Supervision in the Lower Elementary School.
A more precise designation of courses should be of value not only in pro-
viding a description of the content to be covered but in an ultimate stand-
ardization of titles which would carry approximately the sidne meaning in
all institutions.
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3. A large amount of overlapping is apparent among the course content
classified in the various categories. The implications of this overlapping
have already been considered.

4. Among the modern tendencies in courses for supervisors may be noted
(1) provision for practical experience in Re-search, Superrision, Curriculum Con-
struction, and Tests and Measurements; (2) the inclusion of techniques of diag-
nostic and remedial instruction under Research and Methods of Instruction;
(3) the use of vital sources of contentcommunity surveys, investigations,
and contact with interested lay groupsfor courses in "Modern Education";
and (4) the introduction of the student to scientific studies of-human be-
havior in connection with Psychology.

Relation of topics to actual practice.-xThe exterit to which the topics included
in courses in supervision are related to the responsibilities of supervisors in
service cannot be determined from the present study. Two points, how-..
ever, may be emphasized as indicating that the topics covered in the courses
offered in elementary school supervision meet certain specified essentials
of generally accepted functions and duties of supervisors.

First, Reller's analysis of State certification regulations reveaft that
among the courses required for elementary school supervisors' certificates
were the following: School supervision, administration of rural schools,
school organization, educational tests and measurements, problems in rural
education, principles and practices of teacbing the special subjects, and
growth and development of the child.

Second, a marked resemblance is evident between the course offerings of
supervision curricula and the items quoted on pages 2 and 3 from A Tentative
Outline of Desirable Training for Supervisors as indicating what a supervisor
must know 'and what the supervisor must be able to do. This comparison
m'ay be considered as fairly indicative of the effectiveness of the curricula
offered. Such other factors as the knowledge and teaChing skill of the
instructor, the educational and 'social experience, previous training, the
general ability and social adjustment of the individual student Ivhich deter-
mine to a large degree the real effectiveness of a curriculum cannot be
estimated.

The supervisor must know

The science of education, and
principles of supervision and admin-
istration: (items 1, 2, 3).

General and spec ial methods
(item 4).

Psychology (item 5).
Research and test procedures

(items 6, 7, and 8).
Curriculum problems (item 9).

7:)pes of courses offered to prepare
supervisors

Techniques of supervisidn and ad-
ministration (430 courses).

Methods of instruction (115
courses).

Psychology (112 courses).
Tests and measurements and re-

search (91 courses).
Curriculum problems468 courses).
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These first 9 items.in the list of what the supervisor must know aie related in
both content and ranking order of priority.and frequency of mention to the
curricula-courses indicated. Such other items as "school and child hy-
giene", "methods of child-accounting", and familiarity with the "findings
of scientific studies of method" are included under the course caiegories
Adtninzstratioti and Resear(h, and the item "principles of leadership" is doubt-
less covered by the Supervision courses.

Although the list of activities.which the supervisor niust be able to do includes
many items that can be grouped under the course categories there are many,
other items which -rest more Nv i th the individual suvervisor's "social intelli-
gence'', "training other than professional", and philosophy of life than upon

sow
professional training. Activities which could be classified under the course
categwieg are the "long-time program planning", the "preparatiori of
bulletins", .demonstration of good teaclang procedure", "evaluation of
teaching, of texts and of supplies", "maintaining records of supervisory

e

ac.tivities", and "keeping informed regarding current developments in
education." Other items which include the supervisor's ability to "confer
so as t9 accomplish defined purposes", to "secure cooperation", and to
"develop téachérs morale" are dependent upon the quality of an individ-
ual's thinking, a quality that determines the real success of his educatiQnal
leadership.
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Implications apd Problems

9-111E FINDINGS from this study have provides answers to questions1 relative to the kind and scope of preparatiòn currently offered for
elementary school supervision, the academic levels at which curricula
are offered, the subject fields represented, trends in curricula offeritgs
during the past decade, the nature of the course-content, and the identity
of institutions reporting systematic preparation.

It is apparent that "preparation for elementary school supervision"
means different things to different institutions. ToMájny, it- -means a
single isolated course, usually offered at the undergraduate level; to some,
a series of partially related courses defined móre or less definitely for certi-
fication and adjusted to the needs of individual students through faculty
advisors; and to others, a systematically òrganized sequence of courses,
based upon a foundation of general and professional education, and offered
at the senior college or graduate level for the purpose of preparing leaders
who can give effective guidance in the elementary school.

It is apparent, also, from a compirison of these data with the findings
of former studies that the past 10 years have brought a' definite increase
5n the number of uriiversities and colleges offering technical preparationA

in elementary school supervision. Institutions in general are manifesting
ak, marked interest at the present time in providing a preparation to meet
the needs of persons preparing for education4 leadership. A distribution
of institutions by States shows' that in all but two States, curricula in
el entary-school supervision are offered by one or more institutions oE
hi er education.

Opportunities for preparation in general supervision are offered by a
larger proportion of teachers colleges and of institutions maintaining*.
colleges or schoolsóf eaucation than of institutions, generally sm4ller in
size, maintaining departments of e A larger proportion of the
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last-named type of institution, on the other hand, provide preparation for

special-subject supervision, especially in the field of music.

In keeping with a current tendency to require graduate work for the

su r's education, particularly for the general supervisor, half of the

158 institutions providing_ curricula offer the work ht a graduate level.

Opportunities for graduate study vary, however, among the different

types of institutions and among the several fields of specialization. Two-

thirds of the schools and colleges of education in the universities offer the

supervisor's preparation at a graduate level. By contrast, three-fourths

of the teachers colleges offer supervisory curricula at the undergraduate

level. In terms of specialization, this means that most of the preparation

in general supervision is offered at the graduate level and special-subject

supervision at the undergraduate level. Serious doubts have been raised

as to the posstility of fully equipping a supervisor for educational leader-

ship during a 4-year course which of necessity includes academic and pro-

fessional work as well as the essential technical preparation in supervisory

procedures.
Length of training is but one of several problems which have been

faced by voluntary professional accrediting agencies and State officers

responsible for professional certification of supervisors. Although much

has been accomplished by way of defining minimum curriculum essentials

and in establishing certification requirements for supervisors, more needs

io be done by the institutions offering preparation and by professional

accrediting organizations in setting up basic principles for all types of
supervisory preparation based upon the functions and activities of super-

visors in service.

For the most part, institutions offering curricula in supervision are

including preparation related to the various aspects of this field of work

Administration, curriculum, classroom methods, research, techniques of

supervision, and tests and measurement. And they are attempting to

provide -the student with a philosophy of education, with principles of

psychology and an understanding of the social implications of modem edu-

cation on which a sound preparation for supervision is based. The degree

of emphasis placed upon these different subjects, however, varies with

. different types of institutions. Teachers colleges and institutions having

colleges of education tend to emphasize the tqchnical side of supervision,

whereas institutions having departments of education place most emphasis

upon method's of instruction, usually in a special-subject field. Frequently,
institutions of all type§ omit courses in one or more of these aspects of the

supervisor's preparation. It is such variations ainong types of institutions
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and among individual institutions that point to the necessity of determining
more exactly the scope and character of preparation which will serve the
supervisor most adequately in practice. In this, as in other types of pro-
fessional preparation, careful attention needs to be given to the functional
coordination of academic, professional, and technical courses.

The difficulty of determining the content of curriculum offerings from a
study of the kind presented here lies in the nature of course outlines and
descriptions commonly found in catalogs. For although catálog statements
provide facts that can be handled quanitatively they frequently fail to
reveal the qualitative side of the curriculum. They may give little if any
indication of the philosophy on which the curriulum is organized; of the
theory of instructors relative to supervisory functions, responsibilities, and
relationship%; of the kind of activities in which -.a supervisor-in-training
engages; or of the personal cfiaracteristicsattitudes, insights, habits, and
skillswhich are developed during the period of preparation. For the
benefit of prospecti4 students, it seems desirable for institutions to provide
not only brief listings of course titles and of prerequisites for various courses,
as is true in many cases, but supplementary descriptions of course content
which give a clear idea of both the quantitative and qualitative character
of the supervisor's preparation.

FOR THE PROSPECTIVE SUPERVISOR
4.

Whereas this report offers the prospective supervisor general information
with respect to offerings iri the-field of-supervision he will find it necessary
to examine current catalogs to aiscover the genersal policies of colleges or
universities toward supervisory offerings, and to procure such additional
information as he may need. Answers to the following questions should
help in the study of catalogs:

1. What prerequisites inAtraining or experience are required by the
college or university for specializing in the field of elementary school
supervision or by the State board of education for' a supervisor's pro-
fessional certificate?

2. At what academic level is the curriculum in supervision offered?3. If an undergraduate major is selècted in a special field such as
music or physical education is it possible or desirable to elect a minor in
elementary education? Or if the major is in elementary supervision is
it possible to minor in a special subject field?

4. If faculty advisors are designated to aid students, in the selection of
courses for the supervisor's certificate, diploma, or degree, is it possible
to receive counsel from representitives of both general education and
special subjec*,fields?
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5. Do the available courses offer techniques of supervision, require

actual experience in assuming responsibilities currently accepted as a
part of educational leAdership, provide orientation with related problems

of social, scientific, economic, and aesthetic life?

FOR THE ADMINISTRATOR

To the administrator of teacher-education institutions, Ihe findings cif this

report raise questions bearing on policies and practices of institutions in

general and of his o% n in particular as they pertain to preparations in

elementary school supervision. Many of these questions require extensive

research before the issues involved can be settled satisfactorily, and current

curricula in supervision be evaluated. For the most part the problerils

indicated here are proposed as tests of the usability or functional value of

curricula offered. The following suggest the kind of problems that need to

be solved:
1. To What extent can adequate preparation in supervision be pro-

vided at the undergraduate level without sacrificing the general edu-

cation and specialized preparation basic to technical-professional

education?
4P 2. If education in supervision is to be afforded to undergraduates,

how can closer relationship be effected between academic and pro-

fessional departments?
3. How far are present courses in the supervisory curriculum ad-

justed to the students' general professional knowledge, social insight,

and specialized training?
4. To what extent does the curriculum incorporate information about

and contact with procedures, activities, and problems of elementary

school-teachers for whom it. is attempting to prepare leaders?
Does the curriculum of a given institution reflect the supervisory

needs of the area it serves most widely?
6. What degree of relationship exists betWeen course descriptions in

catalogs and instructors syllabi and the actual preparation given as

-shown by stenotyped reports of class 'activities, analysis of students'

assignments, and observation of students' practice supervision?
7. What aspects of their preparatioñ is reported as of most worth to

supervisors in service? -
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Institutions offering curricula in elementary school supervision as revealed in this study
Normal Schools and 7 eachers Colleges

D

Name and bcatbn of institution

1

ALA RAMA

Tuskegee Normal and Industrial Institute,) Tuskegee_

ARIZONA

Arizona State Teachers College, flagstaff
Arizona State Teachers College, Tempe

CALIFORNIA A

Chico State College, Chico
Fresno State College, Fresno
Humboldt State College, Arcata
San Diego State College, San Diego
San Francisco State College, San Francisco
San Jose State College, San Jose
Santa Barbara State College, Santa Barbara

CQLORADO

Colorado State Cillege of Edu6ation, Greeley

ILLINOIS

Illinois State Normal University, Normal
Southern Illinois State Normal University, Carbondak__
Western Illinois State Teachers College, Macomb,

I *DIANA

Ball State Teachers College, Muncie
Central Normal Coltege, Danville
Indiana State Teachers College, Terre Haute

IOWA

Iowa State Teachers College, Cedar Falls

Kansas State Teachers College, Emporia _

Kansas State Teachers College, Pituburg

Kracruc

Eastern Kentucky State Teachers College, Richmond
Morehead State Teachers College, Morehead
Murray State Teachers College, Murray
Western Kentucky State Teaikers College, Bowling Green.

MA liSACIIU RCM

State Teachers Colleke, Lowell

For Negroes.
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Institutions offering curricula In elemrntary school supervision as revealed in this study

Normal Schools and reachers.CollegesContinued

4

Name and loAlt of institution

*1

NAIR- IGA ti

. .

Normal:College,Michigan .tate Ypsilanti
Western Stale Teachers Carge, Kalamazoo.

; MI :41i eSOTA

State Teachers College, Bemi ta
State Teachers College, Du h -P

olitate Teat hers College, N1orhe2d
a State 'feathers College, St. Cloud

State Teachers Colkge, Winona

MISSISSIPPI

State Teacher; College, Hattiesburg

Missouat -

Northwest Missouri State Teachers College, Maryville_
Progressivi Series Teachers College, St. Louis

NEBRASKA

ehraska State Teachers College, Kearney.

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Keene Normal School, Keene
Plymouth Normar School, Plymouth

NEW Yost,:

Ithaca College, Ithaca
New York State College for Teachers, Albany
State Normal School, Fredonia

6 NORTH CA ROLINA

East Carolina Teachers College, Greenville

No ItTiePA K OTA

4/6

State Teachers College, Dickinson,
State Teachers College, Maryville .
State Teacheis College, Valley City

PENNSYLVANIA

State Teachers College, Edinboro
State Teachers College, Indiana
State Teashers College, Lock Haven
State Teachers College, Mansfield
State Teachers College, Slippery Rock
State Teachers College, West Chester

RHODE _ISLAND

Rhode Isiand College of Education, Providence
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Institutions offering curricula n elementary school superrision as revealed in thii study
Normal Schools and Thichers CollegesContinued

".

Name and location of institution

SOUTH DA KoTA

Northern-Normal industrial Schtxd, Aberdeen,

TENNESSEE

George Peabody College for Teachers, Nashville
State Teachers College, khnson City...
State Teachers College, ?Aemphis
State Teachers Colleke, Murfreesboro.

4
TEXAS

Notth Texas, S&at.e. Teachers C4 )enton

State Teachers College, Farmville
State Teachers College, Harrisonburg

WASHINGTON

40

Washington State Normal School. Bdlingham
Washington State Normal School, Cheney

WriSCONSIN

State Teachets College, La Crosse
State Teachers College, Milwankee
State Teachers College, Oshkosh _

State Teachers College, Stevens Poi:A _v..

Ctirticultim r seitierwr of courses
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Institutions ofering curricula in elementary school supervision as revealed in this study
Universities and Colleges of Arts and Sciences

mew

Name and location of institution

ALABAMA

Alabarria Polytechnic Institute, Auburn
University of Alabama. University _ _

ARIZONA

University of Arizona, Tucson

ARKANSAS

University of Arkansas, Fayetteville

CALIFORNIA

College of the Pacific, Stockton

Stanford University, Stanford ..-
Ut4iversity of Califojni.a, Berkeley_____
University of California, Los Angeles_ _

University of Soutlitrn California, Los
Angeles. ,/

/ COLORADO

University f Colorado, Boulder.

CONNECTICUT

Yale niversity, New Haven_

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

oward University.' Washington
FLORIDA

r .

. .

Florida State' College for "omen,.
Tallihassee.

%Hint College, Winter Park
GEORGIA

Atlanta University,' Atlanta
University of Georgia, Athens

IDAHO s

University of IdSho,
,. ILLINOIS

Augustan; College and Theological
Seminary, Rock Island.

'.-filinois Wesleyan Univgraity, Bloom-
I .04mgton.

Northwestern University, EvatístAn _

ob

University of Chicle', 'Chicago,. _
. (

trni*ersity of Illinois,. tehi,antl: e,
k

. e-.For Negroes.
4

,

a

Administrative unit

2
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College of education

do
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do
_do
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Collsge of music, Graduate
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Institutions offering curricula in elementary school supervision as revealed in this study
Universities and Colleges of Arts and ScientesCon'tinued

Name and location of institution

INDIANA

Butler University, Indianapolis__
I ndiana University, Bloomington.... _

Manchester College, North Manchester

Drake University, Des Moines

Morningside College, Sioux City -

Parsons Coller, Fairfield_
State University of IowA, Iowa City_ _

I.

KANSAS

Bethany College, Lindsborg _ _

University of Kansas, Lawrence

KENTUCKY

University of Kentucky, Lexington_

s. LOUISIANA

Louisiana State University, Baton
. Rouge.

MARYLAND

Johns floAins University, Baltimore. -

MASSACHUSETTS
O.

Boston University, Boston

MICHIGAN

Michigan State College, East Lansing_ _

University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.

Wayne Unrversity, Detroit

MINNESOTA

University of Minnesota, Minneapolis_

Mtsatafirrt

Belhaven College, hickson..4

MISSOURI

Universky of Misfouri,

o -, ii

0

Administrative unit

2

College of education
School of education,

music.
Department of music.. _ _ _

school 11f

A

College of education,
fine arts, graduate

Division of music . _

Division of fine arts .

College of education,
college.

college of
school.

graduate

College of music and fine arts .

School of education, graduate
school.

College of education__
OW

School of music

School of highs,* studies in edu-
cation.

gle

School of education, collegt of
music.

Music department
School of education, department

of educational administration
and supervision, school of
music.'

College of tducation_ _ _ _

Conservatory of music, Depart-
ment of publtc school music.

School of education
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Institutions 4ering curri'cula in elementary school Apervision as revealed in this study

l'niversities and Colleges of Arts and SfiencesContinued

r

Name and location of institution

MONTANA (.Montana State University, Missoula

NEBRASKA

1 .;liversity of Nebraska, Lincoln__

NEW ji*RSF.Y

Rutgers Univerrity, New Brunswick__

Nvw

University uf New Mexico, Albu-
querllUe.

NEW YORK

Columbia University, Teachers Col-
kilt% New York City.

Cornell University. Ithaca. .

Fordham University, New York City_

New York University, New York City_
Syracuse University, Syracuse .....

NORTH CAROLINA

deb

Administrative unit

School of education, school of
music.

Teachers college, School of
' music, Graduate college.

School of educatiorf

College of education

Teachers college

Graduate school of education_ _

Graduate school, department of
educational administration
and methods.

1 of education
do

University of North ('artAiru, Chape
Hill.

OHIO

Baldwin-Wallaue College, Berea

Capital University, Columbus..
lleidelberg College, Tiffin
Miami University, Oxford
Mount Union College, Alliance
Muskingum College, ew Concord_
Oberlin College, Ober
Ohio Northern Unive tP, Ada_
Ohio State Universit olumbus
Ohio University: Athens
Otterbein College, Westerville_
l'niversity of Cincinnati. Cincinnati _

Western Reserve University, Clev
land.

6
Wittenberg College, Springfield

OKLAHOMA

Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical
College, Stillwater.

Oklahoma City University,
homa City.

University of Oklabnma, Norman

Okla-

Department of education, gradu-
ate school.

Conservatory of music scbool
of music. --

Arts, science, education, music
Consetvatory of music
School of education _

Conservatory
Conservatory of music ........

do
College liberal arts_ _ .. .....
College olf education

do
School of music
Teachers college, graduate school_
Graduate school _________ _

Curriculum or sequence of coursesfor

Subject supervision
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eral
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vision Nivaic Fine
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Indus-
trial
arts

; 4neattli
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3 4 6 7

School of music

Sokbol of e4ucaV

College ofne arts

College of education, college of
fine arts.
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Institutions offering curricula in elenlentarv school sup vision as revealed in this study
'Universities and Colleges of Arts and Sc ncesContinued

O.

Name and hwati.in f institutit )11

L'infield College, McMinnville
University of Oregon, Eugene. _

PE N NSYLVA NIA

Duquesne University, Pittsburgh _

Grove City College, Grove City
Immaculata College, I mmaculat a _

Lebanon Valley College, Annville _

Mary wood College, Scranton _ _ _ _

Pennsylvania State College, State
College.

Temple University, Phiradelphia_ _

University ,of Pennsylvania, Phila-
delphia.

University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh_
11)

Westminster Collegc -New Wilmington.

Ex-ro Rico

University of Puerto Rico, Rio Piedras_

TENNESSEE

University of Tennessee, Knoxville

TEXAS

Baylor University, Waco
Ilardip-Sknmons University,

UTAH

Univenity of Utah. Salt Lake Cit y

VERI4()NT

University of Vermont and State Agri-
cultural College, Burlington.

VIRGINIA

University of Virginia, CharlotteSN
Colleir of William and Mary in Vir-

ginia, Williamsburg.

WASHINGThM

University of Washington, Seattle.......

WiscoNain

Lawrence College, ApplGkon
Univepity of Wisconsinadiaon......

f

WYOMING

Univeriity of Wyoming Laramie ......

Administrative unit

Fine artq
Schtod of educatn.u. schixil %if ,

architecture and allied arts. 1

a

School of music

Department of music_
Conservatory of music.
Departments of music and art
School of education__ _

Teachers college_ _

School of eduiation

School of education.° graduate
school.

Public-school music._

C(Illele of education.. ..

do

School of education
Schupl of music and allied arts..

School of education, bureau of
educational research.

Departments of music and
vckucation.

Department,pf educition
School of edueation

4?o11ege of educition

Conservatory cif music_ _ .

'school of education, Depurt-
ment of art education grad-
uate school.

College of education
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